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ABSTRACT 

To learn any information, h is important for a student to focus a large amount of 

concentration on the task at hand. This is no more evident than wlien a student with a 

visual impairment is learning or practicing skills related to orientation and mobility. Due 

to behavior issues or to the presence of addhional disabilHies, these skills might be 

hampered during the course of a lesson. The purpose of this study was to identify the 

effects of different interventions on travel times and unnecessary verbalizations. The 

interventions were developed with the expectation of placing more attention on a specific 

travel route. The study used a single subject, changing condhions design. 

The participants were four middle school students between the ages of 12 and 14 

who were visually impaired, used either a walker or wheelchair, and had a cognhive 

impairment. These students were able to travel independently, although the level of 

independence was hampered by a tendency to oververbalize while traveling. The 

tendency to oververbalize changed the focus of the route from safe and effective travel to 

a desire to interact with others in the environment. 

Throughout the study, participants traveled a femiliar route erther inside or 

outside of their schools. In the baseline phase, the participants had to travel the selected 

route at their own pace and without any feedback. The first intervention phase 

incorporated the use of constructive feedback and verbal praise given at set intervals. 

The second intervention combined the constructive feedback and verbal praise whh a 

tangible reinforcer (graphing game). The maintenance phase removed all intervention 

vu 



procedures used during the study. Travel time and supplemental data (unnecessary 

verbalizations) were collected via live observation, plotted on line charts, and analyzed 

visually. 

The study found that the use of the tangible reinforcer paired with the constructive 

feedback and verbal praise was more effective in decreasing travel times for two of the 

stxKlents. Travel times for the third participant decreased from the first to the second 

intervention, but the travel time at the end of the study was almost equal to the resuhs in 

the baseline phase. The fourth participant expressed disinterest in the graphing game, 

thus necessitating the removal of the intervention. Constructive feedback and verbal 

praise alone had little effects on travel times for any particif)ant. 

Resuhs from the supplemental measure found that all participants decreased the 

number of uimeccssary verbalizations from one phase of the study to the next. The only 

exception to an overall decrease was identified in the third participant. Unnecessary 

verbalizations increased from the baseline phase to the first intervention phase. 

Following this increase, resuhs equal to the other participants was observed in the third 

participant. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the most important activrties in which a developing child can actively 

engage is independent travel. Piaget, in his work on developmental psychology, stated 

that the sensorimotor period (birth to two years of age) is a time when motor skills 

interact with sensory input to beconK the basis for cognhive learning (Wenar, 1990). 

The sensorimotor stage of development is equally as important for children with visual 

impairments. Orientation and mobilhy instruction heightens motor development in 

children with visual impairments (Blasch, Weiner, & Welsh, 1997). 

Orientation and mobility service is defined as instructing individuals whh visual 

impairments to travel independently through any travel envirorunent (Blasch et al., 1997). 

Independent travel also includes the abilhy to nwve through the environment in a safe 

and efficient manner (La Grow & Weessies. 1994). Independence in orientation and 

mobilhy involves a combination of skills including solichaiion of aid, use of public 

transportation, safety issues, assistive technotogy, use of mobilhy devices (e.g., mobility 

cane), and orientation aids (e.g., compass) (Griffm-Shirley, Trusty, & Rickard, 20(M)). 

Mobilhy difficuhies or independence issues can arise when any one of these skills is 

challenged during an individual's travel 

Many scientists believe that the neurotogical system matures first in the motor 

area and that this area develops before other peripheral systems (Kephart, 1960; Piaget, 

1 %7). Orientation and mobilhy assists the neurological systems to develop (Blasch et 



aL, 1997). Children with a congenital visual impairment begin orientation and mobilhy 

early in their lives whh rudimentary environmental orientation, such as identification of 

body parts, directions, and locations. Exploring and experimenting with motor 

movement is the primary means for this environmental orientatioa While these motor 

techniques are being learned through environmental orientation, the child is also testing a 

wide variety of skills. According to Piaget (1967). experimenting whh motor movement 

helps enhance the concept that events are related to one another and that objects serve a 

purpose in the environment (i.e., cognhive skills are related to motor development). 

Piaget (1967) noted that at the end of the sensorimotor stage, infants and toddlers must 

learn by acting directly upon the enviromnent through motions. Interaction with the 

envirormient is another developmental milestone affected by motor development. The 

abilhy to act directly upon the environment comes about through watching and listening 

(Wenar, 1990). Using visual cues to help in motor devek)pment is difficuh for the child 

who is visually impaired (Ferrell, 1986). 

Language is another skill that the child is learning to master during early years 

(Piper, 1993). Language plays a central role in children's learning because h aids in the 

central mental processes of perception, comprehension, attention, memory, and thinking 

(Piper, 1993). There are many linguistic theories behind the acquishion of language from 

a l^oad range of speciahies. One such theory is the social interaction approach. Social 

interactionists believe that human speech and hs various forms have their basis in the 

social role that language plays in human interactions (Piper, 1993). Thus, social 

interactions aid in perception, comprehension, attention, memory, and thinking. 



Social interact ionists, as well as other theorists, have focused their studies on 

language devetopment in children without vision loss. Some researchers have contended 

that children who are visually impaired may be at a disadvantage for acquiring language 

(Perfect, 2001). A great deal of interp)ersonal communication depends on nonverbal 

communication, such as body language, fiicial expressions, and eye contact. Children 

who are visually impaired are not able to pick up on such signals because of their 

inability to observe these ahemative forms of communication (Ferrell, 1986). This places 

them at a disadvantage when interpreting the actions of others, as well as when 

monhoring their own behavior. 

Verbalization or language problems may arise because children with visual 

impairments may be nwre socially immature and remain more egocentric longer than 

their sighted peers (Tuttle & Tunle. 1996). In order to interact whh people in the 

communhy. an individual with a visual impairment has to cooperate with others in the 

environment so that the correct information can be retrieved. Social interaction is 

essential to the cooperative act of travel required to reach a destination (Tellevik, 

Martinsen, Storlitokken. & FLmerskog, 2000). One component of social interaction is 

verbalizations. Wrthout the abilhy to expressively communicate specific desires and 

demands, an independent traveler may not be understood. 

Communication or language takes a large amount of attention or concentration. 

Difficuhies may arise when communication is combined with another task that mvolves a 

large amount of concentration. Recent automobile accident statistics show this to be true. 

IiKiividuals who talk on cellular phones while driving automobiles are at a higher risk of 



being involved in an accident than those who do not talk on cellular phones (Stayer, 

Drews, Albert, & Johnston, 2001). This same principle may apply to students with visual 

impairments who use orthopedic equipment as they travel. As children whh visual 

mipairments ambulate to a desired bcation, they are using these limhed vision or 

audhory cues, as well as motor skills to operate the orthopedic device. Skills necessary 

to operate an orthopedic device include using appropriate muscle control to stabilize 

balance. If students or aduhs then begin to communicate unnecessarily with others in the 

travel enviroimient, distractions, which are similar to the driver talking on the cellular 

phone, are more than likely to occur. These distractions then increase the chances that 

safety issues will be ignored, which may cause problems for the student with a disabilhy, 

as well as problems for others in the travel pjath. 

The previous paragraph is in no way a suggestion that children whh visual 

impairments should travel whhout saying a word. Inevitably children will encounter 

situations in which they must obtain assistance from others. The child whh a visual 

impairment must take charge of such interactions and ask appropriate questions to reach a 

desired k)cation (Blasch et al., 1997). It is the responsibility of the child to correctly 

identify these "appropriate" situations, which is a component of orientation and mobilhy 

instruction (Blasch et aL, 1997). The problem lies when children whh visual impauments 

ask other individuals questions or begin conversations while traveling that are not crucial 

to the task at hand. The level of distraction increases, wWch in turn causes problems whh 

object avoidarice, safety issues, and efficient travel time. 



Orientation and mobiUty requires several skills that affect appropriate travel, and 

h is the duty of the orientation and mobilhy specialist to provide the student whh the 

most appropriate instruction to promote independence (Blasch et al., 1997). 

Inappropriate verbalizations can affect the performance of these travelers due to 

excessive "mental effort" of the task (Shingledecker, 1983). A pilot study by the 

priiKiple investigator found that travel rates for a child with a visual impairment 

decreased (Lc., travel became more efficient) when unnecessary verbalizations decreased 

(Henzi, 2000). The findings of the study showed a relationship between verbalizations 

and travel rates. Little research has been done dealing whh decreasing rates of travel by 

decreasing verbalizations. 

The personal ability of students with visual impairments is affected by a wide 

variety of attributes, such as physical limitations and cognitive impairments (Blasch et 

aL, 1997). Students whh orthopedic problems may need to use assistive mobility devices 

for independent ambulation. The combination of orthopedic problems, independent 

movement, visual impairment, and verbalizations can be displayed, or ai least 

corx^epttialized, by a formula. The potential for independent mobilhy is affected by 

interaction between one's personal abilhies (PA), which is in turn affected by 

impairment, illness, and age, as well as the environmental demands of travel (ED). As 

the environmental demands increase, the potential for independence decreases. This 

independence may be mediated or modified through an interaction or intervention (I). 

One's nwbilhy independence (MI) can be thought of in terms of this formula; MI = (PA-

ED) + I (Welsh & Blasch, 1980). 



The formula presented by Welsh and Blasch (1980) focuses on increasing 

independence through an interaction or intervention. The puqxtse of this study was to 

expk)re interventions that may improve travel efficiency and safety among students with 

visual in^)airments and muhiple disabilhies. The interventions used were introduced to 

in^)rove the student's attention on the travel route and increase safe and efficient travel. 

The two interventions evaluated in this study included: (a) constructive feedback plus 

verbal reinforcement, and (b) a type of tangible reinforcer know as a self-monhoring 

program (graphing game) paired whh constructive feedback and verbal reinforcers. 

Constructive feedback and verbal reinforcers have been used successfiilly to 

change a desired behavior for both students and aduhs (Maeda, 2001). The use of 

constructive feedback requires the interventionist to not only monhor and correct for 

problems, but by using verbal reinforcers, they must also balance the nrwdifications whh 

poshive comments. Self-monhoring programs have been shown to improve student's 

problematic behaviors (Nangle, Can, & Hanson, 1999; Hutchinson, Murdock, & 

Ramona, 2000). 

Research Questions 

The present stiidy was designed to determine if mobilhy rates (or time) to a pre

selected destinatwn decreased as the two interventions klentified above were 

implemented. Two research questions were addressed. Will the interventions decrease 

travel times? Which interventwn is nx)St successful in decreasing travel times? In 



addhion to these two research questions, a separate conponent of the study examined the 

co-varying effect of the interventions on unnecessary verbalizatwns. 

Definhion of Terms 

Assistive Device: Any apparatus (e.g., walker, wiieelchair, crutches) that aids an 

individual whh an orthopedic impairment travel independently (Pogrund, Heal, 

Jones, Levack, Martin-Curry, Martinez, Marz, Robertson-Smhh, & Vrba, 1995). 

Constructive Feedback: Information ijersons receive from their bodies and 

fix)m other people about their performance (Saffici, 1999). 

Graphing Game: Self-management program used to modify a behavior 

(Hutchinson, et al., 2000). 

Orientation and Mobilhv: Age-appropriate ongoing training that teaches students whh 

visual impairments to move safely and efficiently in home, school, work, and/or 

communhy settings as independently as possible (Pogrund et al., 1995). 

Mobility Route: A path that uses landmarks and shorelines when traveling to a final 

destination (Tellevik et al., 2000). 

Verbal Reinforcer: A social reinforcer that is used to aid in modifying behavior 

(O'Leary &. O'Leary, 1977). 

Visual Impairment: "Any degree of vision toss that affects an individual's ability to 

perform the tasks of daily life" (Com & Koenig, 1996, p. 452). 

Unnecessary Verbalization: Any word or utteraiKe that is not germane to the travel 

environment. 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

Children with visual impairments often have addhional disabilhies that require 

ahemative teaching strategies to compensate for these unique characteristics (Blasch et 

aL, 1997). Before instruction can begin, the orientation and mobilhy specialist should 

have a strong understaixiing of addhional disabilhies so that effective instruction can be 

provided. Langtiage devebpment issues may also cause problems whh orientation and 

mobilhy instruction. These areas will be expbred in this chapter, along whh elements of 

behavior intervention that may lead to more effective orientation and mobilhy instruction. 

Orientation and Mobilhy Paired with Cognhive Impairment 

Orientation and mobilhy training promotes safe and independent travel through 

any indoor or outdoor environment. The devek)pment of research on orientation and 

mobility skills and techniques started in the mid-1940 (Blasch et al.. 1997). The original 

recipients of orientation and mobilhy instruction were soldiers from the various battles in 

Work! War II whose only disabilhy was a visual impairment. As the profession grew, so 

did the groups that were served. Orientation and mobility specialists now serve 

individuals whh blindness as a single disabilhy, as well as those who have blindness in 

addhion to cognitive impairment or other disabilhies (Blasch et al., 1997). 

Those individuals with visual impairments as well as cognhive impanments might 

face difficuhies in learning skills that will enable them to cope with the travel 



environment (Blasch et al., 1997). A cognhive impairment can cause difficuhies when 

new information is being introduced or in the retention of information. A cognhive 

impairment may not only complicate and/or diminish the development of orientation and 

mobilhy skills, but the impairment requires that the orientation and mobilhy specialist be 

creative when developing teaching strategies for these individuals. 

Before devebping teaching strategies, h is important for the orientation and 

mobility specialist to take specific considerations into account. Fist, the orientation and 

mobilhy specialist must examine a student's degree or extent of each disabilhy. Second, 

the orientation and mobilhy specialist has to be femiliar with the characteristics 

associated with the disabling condhions (Blasch et al., 1997). 

When taking these characteristics into account, a program shouW be developed 

and followed which will aid in skill acquishion. In addition to the previously identified 

disabilhy considerations, the orientation and mobilhy specialist also has to understand the 

physical characteristics of the student. This includes visual acuhy. other handicapping 

condhions. chronok)gical/developmental age, and the general heahh of the individual. 

Mental characteristics must also be fectored into the training. This includes intellectual 

level, learning history, socialization/interaction devebpment, maturatbn level, anxiety 

levels, and self-concept. Special considerations also need to be addressed, including 

confidence levels, emotional instabilhy. learning styles, concept development, hearing 

impairment, and bw visbn (Welsh & Blasch, 1980). 

As the list of characteristics show, there are a variety of fectors that must be 

addressed when planning lessons whh a student who has a visual and cognhive 



in:^)airment. It is important to remember that when plaiming lessons, an instructional 

technique that wx)rked for one student might not necessarily prove beneficial to another 

student. 

Although the steps required to identify the appropriate teaching techniques might 

take some time, the end resuh of instruction should be a safe and efficient traveler. 

Independent travel helps build self-esteem and self-confidence in children (Tuttle & 

Tunle. 1996). Independent travel also gives children more control over their 

environments (Pogrund et al., 1995). A student with a cognhive impairment who is 

attempting to learn orientation and mobilhy skills can only benefh from increased 

independent travel. Increases in self-esteem and self-confidence are likely to follow 

acquishion of independent route travel. The self-esteem and self-confidence that is 

devebped in early childhood will likely carry over into aduhhood. 

Route Travelers 

Some people are limhed in their abilhy to take ahemative routes, but function 

quhe well during familiflr route travel. An ahemative route would be a deviation from a 

commonly traveled path, such as walking a set of stairs instead of using the elevator or 

exhing a door in the rear of a building as oppwsed to the front exh. The inabilhy to use 

ahemative routes might be due to difficuhies in sensorimotor skills, communicatbn, and 

language, or in visbn and hearing, as well as in behavioral or intellectual functioning 

(Jofifee & Ehresman, 1997). A route traveler is someone who does not have adequate 

problem solving skills to change from a known route to an ahemative route (Joffee & 
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Ehresman, 1997). Those whh addhbnal disabilhies might benefit from the use of 

consistent travel routes. By using consistent travel routes, students with addhional 

disabilhies are able to recognize a desu-ed location from specific sensory information 

(e.g., smells from cafeteria, sounds from the playground, a Braille door number). The 

ability to follow an already known route requires only the understanding of reaching 

certain poiirts while ambulating. When choices have to be made about the direction of 

travel the child should be able to remember choices at certain points and which 

directbns will lead to the final destination (Jofife & Ehresman, 1997). 

An individual's use of route travel can vary from a route as simple as traveling 

from a desk to an exh door or to one as complex as traveling on a metropolitan bus 

system. Routes that are traveled by individuals with visual impairments may be put into 

an algebraic formula: dt = s. which has been used in the past to study individuals as they 

travel a route across a Ughted intersection (Stevenson, 2001). In this formula, d stands 

for distance (in feet) from the curb on one side of the street to the curb on the opposhe 

side of the street / stands for time (in seconds) of the total duration of the green and 

yelbw traffic signals, and s stands for walking speed of pedestrian in feet per second 

(fps). The Federal Highway Administratbn assumes a normal walking speed of 4 fps 

(Stevenson, 2001). 

The prevbus formula could be implemented when an individual travels any given 

route (substituting the duration of the green and yellow traffic signals for another 

measure of time). If an individual uses erther a walker or a wheelchair to aid in travel, 

the approximate time given by the Federal Highway Admmistration would have to be 
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ahered or changed to modify the use of a normal walkmg speed. The modified walking 

speed couW then be used to set limhs or goals for travel duration. Such research, 

however, has yet to be conducted. 

The use of mobilhy tools or assistive mobilhy devices will inevhably affect a 

person's rate or travel. The amount of research that has focused on the common walking 

speeds of those who use these devices is almost non-existent. It is the role of the 

orientatbn and mobility specialist working with these individuals to guarantee that the 

rate of travel is first and forenwst safe, and secondly efficient. 

Assistive Devices 

Some children with visual impairments also have orthopedic impairments, and 

these individuals often rely on ambulatory aids for support during travel (Blasch et al., 

1997). Orientation and mobilhy specialists often have to use ambulatory equipment 

when working whh students. It is important to remember that before working with 

children that use ambulatory aids, a physical therapist shoukl be consuhed before 

planning instructbn (Pogrund et aL, 1995). By consuhing whh a physical therapist, the 

onentatbn and mobilhy specialist will have a better understanding of the ambulatory 

device and the needs of the student. Ambulatory equipment includes wheelchairs 

(electric and manual), orthopedic canes, crutches, and walkers. 

The ambulatory aids used by children with visual impairments may make 

independent travel difficuh at times (Pogrund et aL, 1995). Specifically, challenges in 

travel encouirtered by wheelchair users who are visually impaired include obstacles and 
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dropK)fiEs in the travel path. If users do not have sufficient warning of obstacles or drop-

ofis, they can inadvertently contact these objects, which might cause injury to the student. 

According to the TAPS curriculum (Pogrund et al., 1995), a traveler who is visually 

impahed and uses a wheelchair should master ten instructional levels. These levels 

include: 

Utxlerstand basic wheelchair use. 

Maintain a line of travel using a wall or other object. 

Travel over changes in surfeces. 

Travel over outdoor surfeces. 

Travel in a straight line on a sidewalk. 

Move around objects in the travel path. 

Open and cbse doors. 

Travel a curved shoreline. 

Demonstrate self-advocacy skills. 

Use access ramps and curb cuts. 

Folbwing a straight line of travel and remaining orientated to the environment are 

two of the most significant challenges facing wheelchair users who are visually impaired, 

especially those who have severe visual impairments or blindness (Pogrund et al., 1995). 

Students who use wheelchairs do not have the same amount of feedback from the 

environment that is available when walking, which makes h more difficuh to maintain 

movement through space. Other problems or delays can impair a student's sensory 

system, making h harder to monhor and maintain movement (Blasch et al., 1997). 
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Some students who use a wheelchair need assistance when traveling through their 

environments due to an inabilhy to maneuver the device (Pogrund et al., 1995). This 

addhbnal assistance may be accomplished through the use of a motorized wheelchair. 

The use of a motorized wheelchair can greatly increase the areas of independent travel. 

In order to be a safe traveler in a motorized wheelchair, h is important for the student to 

be aware of objects in the travel path, use orientation cues, and be able to control the 

wheekhair aixl make adjustments if necessary (Pogrund et al., 1995). To be completely 

independent in an electric wheelchair, the student must possess a complex combination of 

sensory, orientatbn, cognitive, and fme motor skills, as well as the motivation to travel. 

Another ambulatory aid that helps those whh orthopedic impairments is a walker, 

which provides the most physical support of all independent ambulatory aids. Adapted 

mobilhy for those who use a walker follows many of the same principles as those m 

wiieelchairs. Early obstacle detection is extremely important (Pogrund et al., 1995). 

Sudden changes in the walking area can sometimes cause serbus challenges to balance. 

Without the abilhy to properly use the device, serious injury could occur. The TAPS 

curricuhim (Pogrund et al.. 1995) once again points to specific skills training that must be 

addressed for safe traveL These skills include: 

- Understanding the basics of walker use. 

- Using sighted guide pahed w ith a walker. 

- TraveUng safely indoors. 

Traveling safely outdoors. 

- Crossing stop-sign and stop-light controlled intersectbns. 

14 



Children who use walkers for ambulation receive a different kind of 

environmental feedback while traveling than those children that use a wheelchah. The 

environmental finback that children who use walkers receive comes from walking 

through the travel environment as opposed to simply "riding" through the area. By 

walking through the environment, the individual is able to use tactile information from 

the travel surface that is bst when riding in a wheelchair, unless the child can use his or 

her feet to propel the chair. The tactile informatbn can be the sensations from loose 

gravel or from walking on grass. Although the walker aids with balance, h is still 

important for the individual with a visual impairment to use a large amount of 

concentratbn and attentbn when walking with this device in order to remain safe and 

orientated to the environment (Blasch et al., 1997). 

Children whh Visual Impairments axxl Verbalizations 

The role of language has a profound effect on learning. Although language is 

needed to study academic subjects, children do not require a prior understanding of math, 

science, or any other subject area before they learn language (Piper, 1993). Most 

children whh normal or near normal cognhive abilhies are able to learn language whhout 

much difficuhy (Piper, 1993). Some theorists believe that children are bom whh the 

bbbgical potential that gives them a head start on acquning language (Perfect, 2001). 

Language is in large part influenced by social interactions or social talk (Perfect, 

2001). Social talk occurs while children are constructing knowledge and learning to do 

such things as writing and communicating in new shuatbns. Social talk, or social 
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interactbns, is as important to children who are visually impau^d as theh non-disabled 

peers (Meyers & Lanksy, 1990). 

Researchers who studv non-disabled babies and parent interactions often focus on 

what babies and their parents see. Relationships are buih by parents and babies staring 

into each other's eyes and reacting to fecial expressions (Meyers & Lanksy, 1990). Once 

the baby is comfortable whh this partnership, he or she starts to look around to see people 

aixl objects in the environment. 

It is difficuh for children whh visual impairments to use visual cues in order to 

build social interactions (Meyers & Lanksy, 1990). The responsibility lies whh the 

primary care provider to stimulate children whh visual impairments by talking, singing, 

or engaging in other similar activities. It may be difficuh to find and read cues from 

children with visual impahments (Meyers & Lanksy. 1990). Many times these cues are 

reinforcing to parents of children whhout disabilhies because it lets them know that the 

child wants more or is disinterested in the activhv. Parents who have a child whh a 

visual impairment need to understand cues that might be vastly different from children 

without disabilhies. Children with visual impairments may open their mouths or laugh 

and squeal whh exchement when interested in an activhy. They may turn their heads to 

face the aduh or lean theh body toward the caregiver. The children may also simply sh 

still while the parent interacts or engages in an activhy (Meyers & Lanksy, 1990). The 

primary care provider must be able to differentiate and identify these subtle cues so that 

language skills can be encouraged to develop in children whh visual impairments. 
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Beginning social interactions may then lead to more advanced social interactions, 

such as turn taking (Meyers & Lanksy, 1990). The child whh a visual impahment may 

deviate fix)m a normal reaction by doing something new and waiting for a reaction. 

When the caregiver reacts to the child, the begmning of turn taking may develop. As the 

infant and parent become more comfortable with turn taking, the infent may then request 

new activrties. Again, h is important to watch for cues from the infant in order to keep 

these social skills devebping (Meyers & Lanksy, 1990). Expecting children with a 

visual impairment to engage the environment is important for parents, but they must 

understand that this socialization activhy will only last a minute or two each time 

(Ferrell, 1986). Understanding this interaction between caregiver and infant will help 

deter feelings of frustration 

Social interactbns help in the development of language (Meyers & Lanksy, 

1990). The parent"s vobe lets the child with a visual impairment know what is going on 

in the surrounding worW. Each time a connection is made between a word and an hem in 

the environment, language continues to develop (Meyers & Lanksy, 1990). Playmg with 

toys and other objects gives children with a visual impairment nwre opportunhies to leam 

the irmer workings of langtiage. Simply put, the more verbal interaction children have, 

the more likely they are able to apply language and leam hs social constructs. 

At times the task of social interaction for parents of children whh visual 

impairments might seem intimidating. This intimidation can lead to social mteractions 

that cause more regression than devebpment. Activhies that might cause problems whh 

social interactbns include wahing too long for a baby to interact, ignoring cues from a 
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child, surprising the baby by poking or talking bud, and disappearing during social tune 

(Meyers & Lanksy. 1990). Parents' difficuhies in interacting with their child may lead to 

social problems as the child ages. These social problems couW cause problems 

mteracting v îth peers or others (Meyers & Lanksy, 1990). Inappropriate social 

mteractbns could focus more attention on gaining social approval while removing 

attentbn from necessary tasks (e.g., traveling safely from one area of the school to 

another). 

Difficuhies with interactions between parents and their children with visual 

impairments have been investigated. The social language of four blind youngsters and 

their parents from early infaiKy to school age were recorded and analyzed (Andersen, 

Dunlea, & Kekelis, 1984). The researchers found that parents used an unusually high 

number of single-word utterances for objects arouixl the house. In sphe of the advice 

given to parents to explain everything while maintaining a constant fbw of conversation, 

the authors found that very little explanation was provided. Due to the parents' low level 

of interactbns and verbalizations with their children, the level of developmental 

communicatbn was negatively affected (Andersen et al., 1984). 

The previous paragraph identifies problems that may occur with too little 

explanatbn of the environment. Many times more detailed explanations are needed, but 

exactly how much detail is needed is not always knowa The necesshy to provide 

detailed informatbn regarding new experiences to children with visual impanments may 

make independent learning difficuh. Parents should refrain from providing too much 

help that deprives a child of the experience of finding a solution mdependently (Piper, 
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1993). Thus, a deUcate balancing act is needed to teach children with visual mipairments 

about the work! around them, but also giving them opportunhies to grow as bdependent 

individuals. 

In addhion to the problems associated with verbal descriptors, some children who 

are v isually impaired have a tendency to exhibh echolalic phrases and imitation responses 

as then- primary forms of communication (Perfect, 2001). Echolalia is classified as the 

word-for-word repethbn of others' speech (Perfisct, 2001). This can range from 

meaningless repethbn in which a child repeats simple words, to the use of echo location 

in a conversatbnal shualion (Holbrook, 1996). Echolalia in some children whh visual 

impairments may serve a "social" flinction that enables them to maintain interactions 

with caregivers. The use of echolalia may be detrimental to the child because h is often 

confiising to others (Perfect, 2001). 

The issue of language development for children with visual impairments is 

obviously importaih. As the previous studies have shown, difficulties in language 

devebpment or the use of echolalia can lead to problems with parental interaction, social 

integratbn, skill acquishbn, and orientation and mobilhy. 

Reinforcers 

There are two main varieties of remforcers: primary reinforcers and secondary 

reinforcers (Richards, Taybr, Ramasamy, & Richards, 1999). Primary reinforcers are 

stimuli that have a bbbgical importance to an individual. It is noted that primary 

reinforcers are "naturaL unlearned or uncondhioned reinforcers" (Alberto & Troutman, 
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1990, p. 208). Primary remforcers consthute food, liquid, or sleep, although food and 

liquids are used most often in a classroom. In order for a primary reinforcer to be 

effective, h must be given when a student requhes the reinforcement. Usmg a liquid 

reinforcer when a student has just finished drinking a gallon of water will have a low 

success rate. Primary reinforcers are often used when a quick change in an individual's 

behavior is needed (Alberto & Troutman, 2002). These "bbbgical remforcers" tend to 

quickly change a behavbr but do not have a high success rate for long-term changes in 

behavbr. 

The second type of reinforcer is a secondary reinforcer, which are used to replace 

primary reinforcers. A secondary reinforcer does not have a biological relationship to the 

student; instead the value has been learned or condhbned (Rkhards et aL, 1999). As 

opposed to receiving a food or liquid hem, a secondary reinforcer might be represented 

by a fevorhe toy or book (Alberto & Troutman, 2002). The learned response that comes 

from a fevorhe toy or book replaces the need to provide a bbbgical reinforcer. 

Reinforcers arc succcssfiil because the child learns that a certain behavbr leads to a 

certain reward. Two types of reinforcers fell under the auspices of a secondary 

reinforcer: tangible reinforcers and verbal praise. 

Tangible Reinforcers 

Tangible reinforcers are concrete and can bring immediate change to a student's 

behavbr. There are quhe a variety of tangible reinforcers, such as certificates, merit 

badges, toy figures, stickers, or balbons (Dunlap, KoegaL Johnson, & O'Neal, 1987). 
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The most common type of tangible reinforcer is a token reinforcer (Alberto & Troutman, 

2002). Token reinforcers are usually coins or other such objects that are exchanged later 

for a desired hem. The concept is similar to the use of money to purchase items from a 

store. A token reinforcer can be exchanged for a wide veiriety of primary and secondary 

reinforcers. Although a token reinforcement schedule is most successful in modifying 

behaviors, h is best used in a classroom setting where the object for "purchase" can be 

displayed and classroom teachers can closely monitor the token system. 

Self-management programs are another form of tangible reinforcers. A recent 

study by Hutchinson, Murdock, and Ramona (2000) found that children who used a self-

management program were more likely to decrease disruptive behaviors. Antisocial 

behaviors, such as stealing, hitting, and rule vblations. have also been nx)dified by usmg 

self-management techniques, specifically the use of graphing techniques (Nangle et al., 

1999). A therapist working in the Nangle study plotted a patient's behavior data on a 

series of graphs and then reviewed the informatbn whh the patient and the parents. By 

reviewing the data, both the patient and the parents were able to observe poshive changes 

in behavbr, as well as negative changes. 

Orientatbn and mobilhy specialists may promote students' participation and 

increase motivatbn by involving them m games that focus on concepts related to 

orientatbn and mobilhy (O'Donnel & Perla, 1998). The students might be able to create 

games on their own or independently choose which game to play. By using a game, the 

student may feel less pressure or may feel that the activhy does not have a "school" 

connectbn whh the lessoa The student's comfort level may make the acquishion of 
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orientatbn and mobilhy skills easier. Increasmg the amount of orientation skills might 

very well increase the student's tevel of independence in the fiiture. 

N'erbal Reinforcers 

Similar to a tangible reinforcer, verbal reinforcement comes under the 

classificatbn of a secondary reinforcer. Verbal remforcement is sometimes referred to as 

a social reinforcer. Social reinforcers have been found to change aixl maintain student 

behavbr (Kirbv & Holbom, 1986). They are used almost unconsciously by parents and 

teachers as forms of approval or attention. Teachers often use words and phrases as 

social reinforcers. O'Leary aiKi O'Leary (1977) identified certain components that make 

verbal praise or poshive reinforcement effective: 

1. Verbal praise must be delivered in conjunction with performance. 

2 Teacher praise should specify the behavbr being reinforced. 

3. Praise should sound sincere. 

It is important to remember that verbal reinforcement may not be a reinforcer for 

all students in all shuations. The reinforcer may be viewed as negative or ineffective due 

to the student's past experiences whh verbal reinforcement and the delivery of the praise 

(Alberto & Troutman, 1990). It is the role of the teacher to monhor and use verbal 

reinforcement in order to motivate students as they attempt to complete a task or finish a 

project. Examples of appropriate verbal praise (in the first column) as well as appropriate 

constructive feedback (in the second column) can be found in Table 1. 
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Table 1 

Examples of Constructive Verbal Praise 

Affirmat ive 

"Great" 

"GoodTrs!" 

"Much better!' 

Feedback 

(Descriptbn of correct response) 
"You finished your work on time." 

(Reinforcement of approximation) 
"You almost got finished this time." 

(Suggestbn for modification) 
"If you keep trying not to make 
careless mistakes, you'll finish all 
of them next time." 

Note: From Applied Behavior Analysis for Teachers (3^ Ed) (p. 223) by P.A. Alberto 
and A.C. Troutman, 1990, Columbus, Ohb: Merrill Publishing Company. Copyright 
1990 by Merrill Publishing Company. Reprinted whh permission 

Ahhough not classified as a primary or secondary reinforcer, constructive 

feedback can be similarly motivating for a student. Constructive feedback is most often 

used as an mstructbnal technique. Constructive feedback is the uiformatbn students 

receive about their performance (Saffici, 19%). A good teacher or orientation and 

mobility ^>ecialist will encourage their students to reflect on their own performaiKe 

before providmg constructive feedback (Saffici, 1996). Consttijctive feedback is vhal to 

students so that skill acquishbn can occur because h provkles students with mformation 

thai will help them understand what they have done and how they can improve their 

performance. It is important to remember that feedback should only center on things that 
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can be changed. Saffici (1996) lists three areas in which constructive feedback should be 

given: (a) as reinforcement, (b) to provide information, and (c) to motivate. All three 

components will help decrease negative behavior while fostering more independence and 

a desire to trv harder. 

Saffici (1996) also identified tips that will help when giving constmctive 

feedback. These include: 

1. Be specific - give informatbn that will improve performance. 

2. Be poshive - comment on something the student has first done well. 

3. Be quick - give feedback after the activhy. 

Simply put, aU constructive feedback should be poshive, specific, informative, concise, 

aixl clear. 

A reinforcer. ehher tangible, verbaL or constructive, is considered socially valid 

when h is equal to the child's social norms (Zirpoli & Melloy, 1997). A few variables 

that determine what is socially valid include cuhure. setting, age of the child, and the 

situatbn in which the reinforcer is presented (Zirpoli & Melby, 1997). A teacher who 

provides a teenager with the opportunhy to vish with friends in the classroom if all 

homework is turned in on time would be an example of a socially valid reinforcer, as is 

providing an elementary stiident addhional recess time if a writing assignment is free of 

punctuatbn errors. As a final example, orientation aiKl mobility specialists could provide 

an opportunhy for a student to travel to a fevorhe restaurant if all street crossmgs are 

performed whhout error. 
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Summarv 

Students with cognhive impairments fece many challenges when learning new 

orientatbn and mobilh) concepts. These concepts can be made more difficuh to 

understand if the orientatbn and mobilhy specialist does not have background 

information related to each student's cognhive abilhies or how the student's cognhive 

abilhies affect information retentbn. Route travel is one such area that can be affected 

by the student's cognhive abilhies. If a studeih is unable to adjust routes while traveling, 

rt is the responsibility of the orientation and mobility specialist to provide instmction that 

will albw the student to reach locations safely and efficiently. 

In addhbn to cognhive unpairments, students whh a visual impairment may have 

difficuhies with travel because of assistive devices (e.g., walkers, wheelchahs. crutches) 

or because of a tendency to oververbalize while moving from one location to the next, 

wfiich could possibly interfere with theh safety By using varbus instructional strategies 

and reinforcers. attention issues might be changed so that the student concentrates more 

on the travel route and the assistive device, and less on social interactions. 
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CHAPTER m 

METHODOLOGY 

The purpose of this study was to identify the effects of two different interventions 

on travel times and unnecessary verbalizations. Oiie interventbn used constructive 

feedback paired with verbal praise, while the second interventbn used a self-management 

program paired with constructive feedback and verbal praise. Will the interventions used 

in the study decrease trav el times? Which interventbn is most successful in decreasmg 

travel times? In addhion to these two questions, a separate component of the study 

examined the co-varying effect of the interventbns on unnecessary verbalizations. Four 

participants with visual impairments and addhional disabilhies were involved in the study 

to examine the effectiveness of the interventbns. 

Participants 

Participants for this study: (1) were enrolled in a public school program; (2) were 

visually impahed but had functbnal vision; (3) had a tendency to demonstrate 

unnecessary verbalizations while traveling; (4) used an assistive mobility device to aid in 

independent travel and used routes to travel mdoors or outdoors; (5) received orientation 

and mobilhy instructbn from the primary researcher; and (6) traveled consistent routes 

inside of schooL 

In addhbn to the six criteria, all partbipants were receiving mstruction in ehher 

an Ahemative Learning Experience (ALE) class or in a Content Mastery (CM) class. 
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The ALE classroom was designed to teach students with mild to moderate handicaps the 

skills needed to Uve on theh own one day (e.g., cooking, cleaning, balancing a 

checkbook, mteracting with the public, and traveling independently). The CM class was 

designed to assist student whh learning disabilhies whh homework assigtunents or to 

provide elaboratbn on past lessons. All partbipants were enrolled m ehher ALE or CM 

classes based on recommendations from a licensed school psychobgist, as well as from 

the armual special educatbn review committee. The special education review committee 

was comprised of all teachers and support staff who worked with the student, as well as 

the student's parents. 

The participants were four middle school students, three male and one female, 

between the ages of 12 and 14 who were visually impaired. All participants used in this 

study were classified as students with visual impairments, ahhough all participants had 

functbnal visbiL The determination of each participants visual impairment was based 

on a report of a licensed eye care specialist, a fiinctbnal vision evaluation, and a 

comprehensive individual assessment. Each participant had an established educational 

need for services from a teacher of students with visual impairments. Three of the 

partbipants were educated solely in ALE classes, while one partbipant was included 

most of the day with same aged peers and attended a CM class one period each day to 

help with homework assignments. 

All partbipants received orientatbn and mobilhy instruction from the primary 

researcher. The amourrt of direct orientatbn and nwbilhy mstructbn was approxunately 

one hour per week whh each participant. All four students were able to travel to a variety 
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of bcatbns on their campuses, ahhough they all required some assistance m remaming 

on task while traveling. The students had a tendency to talk with people in the hallways, 

which affected theh travel rates and brought about safety concerns. The participants had 

not previouslv received anv behavbr intervention plan focusing on increasing travel 

efficiency or decreasing unnecessary verbalizations. 

Before the study began, the primary researcher requested approval from the 

Insthutbnal Review Board at Texas Tech University. After reviewing the information, 

the Insthutbnal Review Board ^proved the request to begm the project. Following the 

approval from the Institutbnal Review Board, a consent form (see App)endb{ A) was 

personally delivered to all participants' femilies. The home vish provided an opportunhy 

to answer any questbns that the femilies had regarding the study. All consent forms 

were signed and returned. 

Partbipant 1-John 

John was a 12-year-old male. According to a report from his optometrist, John 

had a history of optb atrophy and cortical visual impairment secondary to anoxia during 

surgery that was necessitated by an injury suffered at 3 vears of age. Visual acuhies were 

listed as 20/400 in the right eye and 20/200 m the left eye. The difficuhbs encountered 

during surgery at the age of 3 affected his motor skills, which in turn necesshated the use 

of a wheebhan-. A physical therapist contracted through a local hosphal was workmg 

whh John to efficiently use a rolling walker. John used the walker during schooL but 

traveled most often with a manual wheelchair. 
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An orientatbn and mobilhy assessment found that John had some difficuhy 

traveling up and down stairs, as well as up and down wheelchah ramps. John was able to 

travel throughout the schooL but needed almost constant supervision when moving from 

class to class due to excessive verbalizatbns. Once the student began to travel ui 

unfamiliar bcatbns, orientation and nwbilhy concerns regardmg safety were evident, 

such as an inabilhy to avoid objects and to identify landmarks were evident. 

John was enrolled in ALE classes. These classes were shared with other studeirts 

of similar academic fimctbning. According to a report from a school psychologist, John 

was enrolled in the ALE program due to mild mental retardation. The results of tests 

administered by the school psychologist placed him below bvel in academic ftinctioning 

when compared with his same-aged peers. John attended a public middle school in a 

metropothan school district. 

Participant 2-James 

James was a 12-year-oki male whh optb atrophy and hypoplasia. He also had 

cerebral palsy, which necesshated the use of an electric wheelchair. According to a 

report from his optometrist, James had visual acuhies of 20/300 in both eyes. He used a 

CCTV to aid in academic courses, as well as a modified computer program to aid with 

daily activrties. 

An orientatbn and mobilhy assessment found that James had some difficuhy 

folbwing directbns and was unable at times to correctly turn in the requested directioa 

James was able to travel throughout the school but needed verbal assistance to ensure 
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appropriate travel. Community travel was the primary focus of all orientation and 

mobilhy lessons due to his difficuhies navigating outdoor travel envfronments m an 

electrb wheelchair. 

James was enrolled in ALE classes whh students who were at the same 

devebpmental level. The placement in the ALE program came from recommendations 

of a school psychobgist. Tests administered by the school psychologist identified that 

James was bebw level in academic functioning when compared with same-aged peers. 

The cause of the poor academic functioning was beUeved to be due to mild mental 

retardaibn. James attended a pubhc middle school in a metropolitan school district. 

Partbipant 3-Robert 

Robert was a 12-year-old male whh nystagmus, optic atrophy, and cortical visual 

impairmerrt. He also had cerebral palsy, which necessitated the use of a manual 

wheelchair. Robert was instructed to sp)end more time using a rolling walker, so that he 

could devebp increased muscle tone in his lower extremhies. Unfortunately, the 

student's teg braces, which were needed for indep)endent walking, were not available 

during the study. 

According to a report from his optometrist, Robert had a visual acuhy of 20/70 in 

both eyes whh best correctbn. His cortical visual impairment resuhed in fluctuating 

visbn. Robert used large priirt for school work. 

Resuhs from an orientatbn and mobilhy assessment found that Robert used a 

manual wheelchair for independent travel; but as mentioned earlier, he recently had been 
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asked to use his walker more often. All data in this study was collected while Robert 

used his manual wheelchair. Robert was able to travel mdependently throughout his 

school once he became familiar with the different areas. Travel off campus did not cause 

significant problems for him. He was able to use both remainmg visbn and landmarks to 

aid in orientatbn. 

During a recent learning media assessment, the teacher of students whh visual 

impairments read abud stories that ranged from preschool to fifth grade readmg levels. 

After Ustening to the stories, Robert was only able to answer comprehension questions up 

to the first and second grade levels. The ALE classroom teacher noted that this was 

consistent with his overall instructional and language tevels. A report fiom a school 

psychobgist mentbned that Robert functioned slightlj above the mild mental retardation 

bvel. The ALE classes included academic subject areas, such as math, English, science, 

and art, as well as self-help classes. Robert was enrolled in a public middle school in a 

metropolitan school district. 

Partbipant 4-Sarah 

Sarah was a 14-year-old female whh congenital nystagmus. She also had 

cerebral palsy, which required the use of ankle/foot orthotics and a roUmg walker or 

crtrtches. Crxrtches were not used often due to Sarah's comfort level whh the device. 

Most ambulatbn occurred whh the rolhng walker. 
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According to a report from her optometrist, Sarah had a visual acuhy of 20/200 m 

both eyes. She wore glasses fiilhime and used a dome magnifier and handheld telescope 

with 6X magnificatbn. 

An orientatbn and mobilhy assessment showed adequate travel skills m familiar 

areas but some difficvihy outdoors, especially over uneven surfeces. Travel m small 

business areas and residential areas were recently introduced whh varying levels of 

success. Sarah w ^ comfortable and confident when traveUng whh the assistance of her 

rolling walker. 

Sarah was enrolled in mainstreamed classes. Of all four participants, Sarah had 

the highest level of cognhive fimctioning. Sarah required a one-on-one assistant while 

panbipating in mainstreamed classes. During a recent annual special educatbn review, 

Sarah's parents and teachers thought h would be appropriate to place her in the CM class 

so that she could have addhional time and assistance to complete assignments. Sarah 

attended a public middle school in a metropolitan school district. 

Setting 

All observatbns occurred ui a public school setting bcated in a large 

metropwlitan crty. Pre-baseline, baseline, first intervention, second interventbn, aiKl 

maintenaiKe phases were conducted as the partbipants traveled during a daily activhy. 

The travel destinatbns were unique to each pxarticipjant. The destuiations were routes that 

had been traveled by the partbipants before the study began. 
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John 

All phases of the studv for John were conducted as he exhed a school bus at the 

begmning of the day. John had to travel approximately 400 feet in a manual wheelchair 

to a portabb building bcated al the rear of the school. Time to complete this route was 

recorded once he began traveUng from the school bus and was discontinued once he 

reached a ramp leading to the entrance of the portable buildmg. 

James 

All phases of the study for James were conducted as he exhed a school bus at the 

beginning of the day. James had to travel approximately 300 feet in an electric 

wheelchair to an ebvator located inside the middle schooL Time to complete this route 

was recorded once he exhed the school bus using a wheelchair lift and was discontinued 

once he reached the door leading to the school elevator. 

Robert 

All phases of the study for Robert were conducted as he traveled from the 

cafeteria to an ebvator. Roberts route mvolved traveling both inside the school and 

outside through breezeways. The route required him to travel in his manual wheelchair 

apjpjroximaiely 350 feet. Time to complete this route was recorded once Robert exhed the 

cafeteria door and was discontinued once he reached the doors to the elevator. 
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Sarah 

All phases of the study for Sarah were conducted as she traveled from a classroom 

to an ebvator bcated inside the schooL Sarah had to travel approximately 300 feet whh 

a rolling walker. Time to con^lete this route was recorded once she left the resource 

class and w ^ discontinued when she reached the doors to the elevator. 

Materials 

In order to record the verbalizations, a tally sheet was devebp)ed to assist with 

data collectbn (see Appendbc B). A stopwatch was used to record the travel time from 

the beginning bcatbn to the specified ending destmatbn. During the secotKl 

imerventbn, a graph was constructed whh assistance from the partbipant (see Appendbc 

Q . All graphs were drawn on white pwsterboard whh black, red, blue, or green markers. 

The Y-axis pjresented unhs of tune. The time was distributed in descending order m 30-

second intervals. The largest number on the Y-axis was the average time traveled with 

one minirte added. The X-axis presented the sessions. All partbipjants were able to use 

functbnal visbn to observe the graph. The p>artbipairts were able to choose a reward 

stbker from a large assortment of stickers. 

To assist with the identificatbn of unnecessary verbalizatbns, all p)artbipants 

were recoded with a video camera during a pre-baseline phase as they traveled the pre

selected route. The primary researcher operated the video camera. 
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Dependent Variable 

The dependent variable was duratbn of travel time in minutes and seconds. As 

was previouslv mentbned, each travel location was different for each student. The 

duratbn of travel began once the students left the pre-selected starting points and was 

discontinued (time was stopped) once they reached the pre-selected ending locations. 

Supplemental Measure 

In addhbn to collecting data on travel time, a supplemental measure was uicluded 

in the study. The sup^plemental measure was unnecessary verbalizations, defined as any 

utterances not germane to the travel route. All p)articiF>ants in this study had a tendency to 

talk with p)eopb in the halls w hile traveling, which mterfered with travel efficiency and 

led to safety issues. The unnecessary verbalizations caused problems while traveling 

because more attentbn was focused on questbns and talking whh other people in the 

hallway than on traveUng safely from one location to the next. 

Independent Variable 

Two instructbnal interventions were used to increase travel efficiency with aU 

four partbipants. The first interventbn paired constructive feedback whh verbal 

reinforcement, while the second intervention incorpwraled the use of a self-monitoring 

program (graphing game) combined whh constructive feedback and verbal 

reinforcement. 
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The first mterventbn used constmctive feedback whh verbal remforcement. The 

use of constmctive feedback and verbal praise has proven successfiil m past research 

(O'Leary & OLeary, 1977; Alberto & Troutman, 1990; Saffici, 1996). The participants 

m this study had more than Ukely received some type of consttaictive feedback and verbal 

praise the majority of their Uves. 

The mterventbn occurred as the student traveled to a pre-selected area. 

Constmctive feedback incorporated corrective comments about the travel route. This 

feedback was only offered if problems occurred during the route. Examples of 

constmctive feedback were comments, such as "try to stay on the right side of the 

hallway" or "keep both hands on the wheelchah while traveUng or you might veer in the 

halL" Verbal remforcement was given every 30 seconds by the pjrunary researcher if the 

students were making consisterrt progress towards the final destinatbn whhout 

unnecessary verbalizations. Exan:q>les of verbal reinforcement included poshive phrases, 

such as '*you are doing a great job" or "keep up the good worL" 

The second interventbn phase included the use of a self-monhoring program 

(grapjhing game) pahed whh constmctive feedback arki verbal reinforcement. The use of 

a self-nionhoring approach has been found to be successful in other studies (Hutchinson 

et aL, 2000; Nangb et aL, 1999). Before the final decision was made to use the self-

management technique, questions were asked of each participant about using stbkers on 

a self-made graph. These questions, wliich were deUvered so as to not divulge the 

purpxjse of the project, kfentified an interest in using stickers and graphs for all 

p)artbip)ants. 
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During the second intervention, the partbipants followed the same routes that 

were traveled during the baseUne phase and the first intervention phase. Before 

begmning the route, the |)artbip)ants were shown the graph and the graphing game was 

explained. The graphing game used self-monhoring as motivation to increase travel 

efficiency. Particip)ants were told that each time they traveled to theh pre-sebcted 

bcations, they would be able to place their times on the graph with a sticker of theh 

chobe. The goal of the game was to travel faster than the prevbus day. In addhion to 

using the graphing game, the same constmctive feedback and verbal reinforcement used 

in the first intervention were continued. Once at the final bcatbn, the p)articip>aihs were 

then able to place stbkers on theh graphs. 

Measurement and Observatbnal Procedures 

The primary researcher and the classroom assistant conducted all measurements 

and observatbns. The classroom assistant was the primary data coUector and was 

responsible for data collection each day. Before coUecting data, the classroom assistant 

and primary researcher practiced recordmg travel tiroes and identifymg unnecessary 

verbalizatbns for three days. Review of each participants' performance (specifically any 

unnecessary verbalizatbns) occurred during video play back or the participant's 

prevbusly tapped travel route. 

The dependent variable (travel duration) was recorded whh a stopwatch. The 

tfane recording began after the primary researcher sab, "Ready, go!" The tune recording 

discontinued once the students reached the previously determmed bcatbn m the 
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building. This locatbn varied with each partbipant, but an exampb of an endmg pomt 

was the doorway of a homeroom classroom. 

Travel times in each phase were averaged and compared to previous phase levels. 

In order to average the time, the total travel duratbn had to be converted to fractions of a 

minute, represented whh decunals (ApostoL 1967). As an exampb, the foUowing serbs 

of five travel times (in minutes and seconds) illustrates the process: 2:21, 2:58, 2:47, 

2:42, and 3:02. In order to convert the times to decimals, the seconds were divided by 60 

and then added to the minutes. So in the first number, 21 seconds were divided by 60 

which equals 0.35 of a minute. This number was added to 2 for a time of 2.35 seconds. 

The rest of the data set was converted to 2.97, 2.78, 2.70, and 3.03. respectively. Then 

the times were added together and divided by the number of addends, as follows: 2.35 + 

2.97 ^ 2.78 - 2.70 + 3.03 = 13.83/5 = 2.766 minutes. This number had to be converted 

back to minutes and seconds. To do so. .766 was muhiplied by 60. which equals 46. 

Therefore, the average of this data set was 2:46 (i.e.. 2 minutes and 46 seconds). 

L nnecessary verbalizations were also recorded. Unnecessary verbalizations were 

defined as any statemerrt or utterance that was not germai>e to the travel route. Since all 

ptartbipants were familiar with the travel routes, there should have been little or no 

discussbn whh anyone m the halls regarding the travel destmation. The partbipants 

were abb to resjwnd to diabgue initiated by someone else, such as providmg a greetmg. 

In order to differentiate between one unnecessary verbalization and a second unnecessary 

verbalizatbn, a total of three seconds had to pass for the words to be classified as 

separate utterances. Unnecessary verbalizations were measured as rates p)er mmute. Rate 
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Nv^ detennined by dividmg the number of responses (unnecessary verbaUzatbns) by the 

length of observatbn (Richards et al.. 1999). 

Design 

This study used a changmg condhbns design, one of a variety of smgle-subject 

research designs. A changing condhbns design is frequently used in mstmctional 

settings, as h tests the effectiveness of muhiple treatments or mterventions. An 

ineffective treatment can be replaced by other treatment options, or separate mterventions 

can be tested on a single dependent variable (Alberto & Troutmaa 2002). However, the 

resuhing data from a changmg condhions research design cannot be used to determme 

the presence of a fimctbnal relationship between the independent and dependent variable. 

The data can only provide an indication of the comparative effectiveness of certaui 

interventbns (Alberto & Troutmaru 2002). 

The first step when using a changing condhbns design is to identify the 

p)artbip>airt's current bvel of performance as baseline data. Once a stable baseline is 

established, the researcher can introduce the treatments or interventbns. If the data 

four»d in the first intervention period does not result in a pwshive change in the 

p>artbip>ant's pjerformance, then a second treatment can be introduced. A second 

treatmem may also be introduced when the researcher is attempting to identify which 

treatment is more effective. This second treatment can be ehher a total change or a 

raodificatbn of an earlier treatment (Alberto & Troutman, 2002). There is some debate as 

to how long a pjartbipairt must respond at the criterion level before movmg to the next 
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sub-phase. Alberto and Troutman (2002) stated that, at a mmimum, the behavior should 

occur for two consecutive sessions. 

A changing condhions design was used in this study to test the effects of two 

interventbns on decreasing travel tune and was repUcated on four participants. The 

changing condhbns design necesshated the use of an ABCD design, where y4 was the 

baseline phase. B was constmctive feedback phis verbal remforcement, C was use of a 

self-monhoring phase (graphing game) plus constmctive feedback and verbal 

remforcement, and D was the mamtenance phase. A changing-crherion approach to 

decrease travel tone was mcluded in the C phase. The total amount of data coUection 

reqiured approximately 65 calendar days. 

Baseline data (A) was coUected for a minunum of three days until the data pjath 

stabilized (consistent travel time) or a counter therapeutic trend was observed. The first 

interventbn phase (B) lasted approximately 5 days or after a stable data path or a counter 

therap)eutb trend was observed. The second interventbn phase (C) was broken iirto three 

changing-crherion phases. Criterbn levels were set at decreasing magnhudes of each 

pjartbipant's average travel time from the first interventbn phase. The magnhudes were 

decreased by 5% p)er crherbn subphase for an overall decrease of 15% from the mean of 

the first inlerveirtbn. Each criterbn had to be maintained for a minimum of three 

consecutive days. The second interventbn phase lasted ^proximately 9 days. The final 

phase, the maintenance phase (D), lasted ap>p)roximately one montL Probes were 

measured once each week during this one-month interval. 
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Procedures 

Pre-Baseline Pha.se 

The pre-baseline phase involved video tapmg the participjants as they traveled to 

their pre-selected destmatbns. The sob purpose of this phase was to record the travel 

episode so that decisbns coub be made regardmg the kinds of verbaUzations that would 

be considered **unnecessary." Unnecessary verbalizatbns were classified as any 

utterarKes not germane to the travel route. An example of an uimecessary verbalization 

v̂ x>ukl be asking a student in the hall the name of his p)et dog or talking to a teacher about 

an artble of cbthing. An appropriate verbalizatbn would be responding to a question 

from aix)ther individual in the hall to maintain social interactions. Each p)articip)ant was 

video taped once. Both the classroom assistant and the primary researcher reviewed the 

tape so that distiixrtbns between the two typ)es verbalizations could be made. 

Baseline Phase 

During the baseline phase, the pjarticipant was simply folbwed by the classroom 

assistam and the researcher. Once the participant left the begirming location, a stopwatch 

was used to record the total duratbn of travel tune, and the number of uimecessary 

verbalizatbns was tallied on the data collection form (see Appendbc B). The participant 

simply had to travel from the pre-sebcted startmg pomt to the pre-sebcted endmg pomt, 

and the time and unnecessary verbalizatbns tallies were then discontmued. The prunary 

investigator began the baseline phase by tellmg the partbipant, "Good mommg 

(name of student). Pbase travel to the (specific location for the student). 
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Ready, go!" There was no other verbal information provided by the primary investigator 

or the classroom assistant as the student traveled the pre-selected route unless an 

unforeseen emergency occurred that placed the student at risk. The classroom assistant 

aixl the pjnmary researcher tallied all unnecessary verbalizations, as well as recorded all 

the travel times during each of the five days of the baselme phase. 

First Interventbn Phase 

After baseline data had been recorded for three days (or until the data p>ath 

stabilized or a coimter therapeutic trend was observed), the pjarticipjants began the first 

interventbn phase. This phase incorporated the use of constmctive feedback with verbal 

reinforcement. The p>articipants folbwed the same route that was traveled during the 

baseline p)hase. Before leaving the starting bcatbn. all four particip)ants were given the 

same phrase by the primary researcher. "Alright (name of student), I woub like 

you to travel to the (spjecific location for the student) without talking to anyone 

in the hall unless someone says something to you. Read), go!" The time was monhored 

once they left the bcation. 

Constmctive feedback incorporated the use of spjecific. poshive phrases dhected 

to the partbipant. These were on/>'ay^t/if problems developed durmg the route. A 

problem that warranted the use of constmctive feedback, for example, would be if the 

student veered mlo other pedestrian traffic. The use of constmctive feedback woukl be as 

follows: " (name of student), remember h is unportant to travel on the right side 

of the hallway." 
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As opposed to constmctive feedback, which was given on an as-needed basis, 

verbal reinforcement was given every 30-seconds by the primary researcher. The time 

interval (each 30-seconds) was measured usmg the same stopwatch that recorded the 

travel duratbn. Verbal reinforcement was defined as using one of the foUowing four 

phrases: "You are domg a great job," "Keep up the good work," "You are abnost there," 

"\^ ay to go." If the partbip>ant made any unnecessary verbalizatbn, the pnimary 

researcher reminded the student to decreeise unnecessary verbalizations and then wahed 

another 30 seconds to re-administer verbal reinforcement. The reminder was as foUows: 

"Remember (name of student), you have to try to reach (sp)ecific 

bcatbn for the studeirt) without talking to anyone in the hall unless someone says 

something to you." The verbal reinforcement was discontinued once the student reached 

the pjre-selected ending bcatbn. 

The classroom assistant recorded the tune and tallied all unnecessary 

verbaUzatbns during the travel route each day. The primary researcher collected 

reliabiUiy data on 25% of the days. The first mterventbn phase was discontmued after a 

stabb data path or a counter therapeutb trend was observed. 

Second Interventbn Phase 

The second phase incorporated the use of a self-monhoring technique pahed whh 

constmctive feedback and verbal reinforcement. The self-monhoring technique used m 

this study was feedback on the travel rate m the form of a graph. The participant 

foUowed the same route that was traveled during the baseUne phase and the first 
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interventbn phase. Before begiiming, the participant was shown the graph and the 

graphing game was explained. Partbipants were told that each tune they traveled, they 

wouW be able to place the time on the graph with a stbker of theh choice. The goal of 

the game was to travel faster than the previous day. 

Before leaving the starting bcation, aU four p>artbi}}ants were given the same 

phrase by the primary researcher: "Alright (name of student), 1 would Uke you 

to travel to the (spjecific bcation for the student) without talking to anyone 

unless someone says something to you. When you are done, you get to put a stbker on 

the graph you made that equals your time. Ready, go!" During the route a participjant 

was given the same verbal reinforcemerrt and constmctive feedback (if needed) as was 

used during the first interventbn phase. Verbal reinforcement was given every 30 

seconds by the jirimary researcher. If the participant made any unnecessarv 

verbalizatbn, then a reminder was given by the primarv researcher about the graphing 

game, and then verbal reinforcement was given after another 30 seconds. The reminder 

was as foUows: "Remember (name of student), you have to put a sticker on 

your graph when you are done." Once at the final locatbn, the p)artbip)ant was able to 

place a stbker on the graph. 

During the second interventbn, criterion levels were set at decreasing magnhudes 

of each partbipant's travel route across three subphases. The magnhudes were decreased 

by 5% per subphase (see later section on validhy). If the partbipant's average travel rate 

during the first interventbn phase was 10 minutes (600 seconds) for example, then the 

first crherbn was sent at a time 5% bwer than 10 muiutes (570 seconds). Professional 
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judgment was used to supplement any objective measure used to select the criterion leveL 

Chiring this phase, the p>articipant had to travel the route for the predetermined tune (each 

change in criterion bvel) for at least three consecutive days. Once the thhd criterion 

level was reached and maintained for three consecutive days, aU data recording 

unnecessary verbalizatbns and use of the Graphing Game was discontmued. As per the 

prevbusly klentified formula, the tlurd criterbn level was set at 15% lower than the 

average found in the first interventbn phase (5% change in each subphase). 

Before begiiming each new crherion, the f>articipant was instmcted by the primary 

researcher: " (name of student), you did a great job last tune while traveling to 

the (bcatbn). Last tune you made h in (prevbus tune). Let's 

see if you can make h to (criterion set at 5% mtervals). 1 wouW like you to 

travel to the (locatbn) whhout talking to anyone unless someone says 

something to you. NVhen you are done, you get to put a sticker on the graph you made 

that equals your time. Ready, go!" Before beginning, the pjarticipjant had an opjportunity 

to revbw the graph and discuss the prevbus days resuhs. 

The classroom assistant recorded the time and taUied all unnecessary 

verbalizatbns during the second mtervention phase each day, and the prunary researcher 

coUected reUabUhy data on 25% of the sessions. The second mterventbn phase was 

discontinued after the ultimate crherion level was achieved for 3 consecutive days or a 

counter therapeirtb trend was observed. 
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Maintenance Pha.«ip 

Probes were measured once a week for one month to assess mamtenance. The 

p)arucip>ant was met at the same starting bcation, and verbal mstmctions were given by 

the pnimary researcher: "HeUo (name of student), I was hopmg to watch you travel 

to (bcatbn). You can start anytune you wish." 

As the pjartbipant traveled, unnecessary verbalizations and travel time were 

recorded by the classroom assistant each day, and the primary researcher coUected 

reliability data on 25% of the senteiK^es. During the maintenance phase, the partbipant 

did tot receive any constmctive feedback or verbal remforcement, nor did he or she have 

an op>portunhy to use the graphing game. 

ReUabilhv and Validhy 

ReUabilhv 

ReUabilhy for travel duration was calculated by dividmg the smaller recorded 

tnne by the larger recorded time (Alberto & Troutman, 2002). For example, if the 

classroom assistant recorded a time of 10:21 and the primary researcher recorded a tune 

of 9:51, the cabulatbn woub be 9:51/10:21 = .93. The coefficient of mterobserver 

agreement was .93. The percentage of agreement was cabulated by muhiplymg the 

coefficient by 100. Thus, the percentage of agreement was .93 x 100 = 93%. 

ReUabilhy for unnecessary verbalizations was calculated by dividmg the smaller 

tally of unnecessary verbalizatbns by the larger taUy of unnecessary verbalizations 

(Alberto & Troutman, 2002). For example, if the classroom assistant observed 6 
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unnecessary verbalizations in a 10-mmute session and the prunary researcher observed 5 

unnecessary verbalizatbns m the same lO-mmute sessbn, the calculation was 5/6 = .83. 

The coefficient of interobserver agreement was .83. The percentage of agreement was 

cabulated by muhiplying the coefficient by 100. Thus, the percentage of agreement was 

.83 X 100 = 83%. 

Interobserver agreement regarding travel times and sup^pbmental measures were 

conducted 100% of the time during baselme and 25% of the tune for the first and second 

interventbn phases as weU as the maintenance phase. ReUabUhy data for each 

pjartbipant are presented next. 

Joha During the baseline phase, the percerA of interobserver agreement was 99% 

for travel time and 65% for unnecessary verbalizations. Interobserver agreement during 

the first interventbn phase was found to be 99% for the dependent variable and 1 (K)% for 

the suppbmental measure. The second intervention found the interobserver agreement at 

98% for the dependent variable and 90% for the supplemental measure. The final phase, 

maintenance phase, had a 98% interobserver agreement for time and 87% for the 

supplemental measure. 

James. During the baseline phase, the mterobserver agreement was 98% when 

recording travel time and 80% when recording unnecessary verbalizations. Next, the 

interobserver agreement for the first mterventbn was found to be 100% for both 

measures. The second interventbn had similar mterobserver agreement to the first 

intervetrtbn; 99% accuracy for both the travel time and unnecessary verbalizations. In 
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the maintenance phase, the interobserver agreement contmued at high levels: 98% for the 

dependent variable and 100% for the suppbmental measure. 

Robert. During the baseline phase the interobserver agreement was 99% for 

travel time aiKl 94°^ for unnecessary verbalizations. During the first intervention, travel 

tune was recorded with 100% interobserver agreement, whUe the unnecessary 

verbalizatbns were recorded with 77% accuracy. The second mtervention had a 100% 

interobserver agreement when recordmg the dependent variable and 84% agreement 

when the supplemental mformation was recorded. During the maiihenance phase, there 

w^s a 100% agreenent when recording the depeiKient variable and a 67% agreement with 

the supjpbmental measure. 

Sarah. During the baseline phase, there was 99% agreement wtiile recording 

travel times and 83% agreement for unnecessary verbalizatbns. During Interventions 1 

and 2. there was 100% agreement for both travel tines and unnecessary verbalizatbns. 

As described in the next chapter, the study was ended for Sarah prior to the maintenance 

phase. Therefore, no reUabUhy data are avaUable for this phase. 
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YaUdity 

Social vaUdhy refisrs to the degree that other people thmk the target behavior 

(decreasing travel duration and decreasmg unnecessary verbalization) is important, and 

the techniques used to encourage these targeted behaviors are acceptable (Richards et aL, 

1999). Identificatbn of the social validhy of the sttidy used procedures found m 

quaUtalive research: questbnnaires, intervievyrs, and surveys (Alberto & Troutman, 1990). 

Feedback from p>artbipanps, AU pjarticipants in the study were given an 

opportunhy to express feeUngs and probbms that occurred during the study. This action 

or method helped to identify any problems that occurred to them personally during the 

study, as well as help whh fiirther research studbs. This reportmg technique took place 

through a questbnnau^ (see Appendbc D) that was sent home for the parents to discuss 

with the pjarticipjants. Ail questions were answered on a confidential basis. Feedback 

from the p»rtbip)ants is presented m Chapter IV. 

Guidance from orientatbn and mobilhy specialists. One component of the 

changing condhbns design reUed on a changing-criterion portion of the second 

interventbn phase. The changing-crherion phase used percent changes of the mean 

travel time found in the first iirtervention phase to set goals for travel times in the second 

iirterverrtbn. The purpose of the decrease was to graduaUy modify the dependetrt 

variable to acceprtabb bvels, thereby increasing travel efficiency. 

In order to ascertain the social validhy of the decrease used in the changing-

criterion sectbn, a questbnnaire was developed and sent to 10 orientation and mobility 

specialists. The form was designed to assess the pjrofessional judgment of these 
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individuals, thereby ascertainmg their views on duratbn of travel for chUdren whh 

orthopedb imi>airments and cognhive delays. 

The orientation and mobilhy speciaUsts were asked if a 5% mcremental decrease 

in travel time (Le., three increments leadmg to 15% change) or a 7% mcremental 

decrease in travel time (Le., three increments leading to 21% change) was more 

appropriate. The resuhs of the questbnnaire showed that 80% of orientation and 

mobilhy specialists agreed that a 15% overaU decrease m travel tune would show success 

of an interventbn, while 50% agreed whh a 21% overall decrease. Some respondents to 

the questbnnaire stated that both changes would be considered successfiil. Due to the 

resuhs of the orientatbn and mobilhy questionnaire, a 15% crherion was used m the 

second interventbn phase. 

Sunfimary 

Four p)artbipants were observed as the> traveled specific routes inside theh 

schooL A changing condhions design with a changmg crherbn component was used in 

this single subject research project. The goal of the project was to modify travel time 

from one location to the next and unnecessary verbalization using two interventbns. TTie 

iirterventbns inchided (1) constructive feedback and verbal praise, and (2) a tangible 

reinforcer (graphing game) phis constmctive fisedback and verbal praise. The study 

incorpxjTated the use of a pre-baseline, baseline phase, first mterventbn, second 

interventbn, and maintenance phases. The primary researcher and classroom assistant 
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recorded travel times and unnecessary verbalizations; reliabUhy data were recorded 25% 

of the time. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

This study sought to determine which of two interventions was more successful m 

increasing travel efficiency among students with visual impafrments and muhiple 

disabUhies. In addhion to evahiatmg the direct effects of the uxterventbns on travel 

eflBcbncy, this study also assessed the co-varying effect of the mterventions on the 

number of unnecessary verbalizatbns. Four middle school students participated in the 

study. The students received constmctive finback and verbal reinforcement during the 

first interventbn and used a self-monhoring graphing gane abng whh constmctive 

fiKdback and verbal reinforcement in the second intervention. Since these students had a 

tendency to oververbalize while iravelmg, the interventbns were designed in such a way 

as to minimize interactbns with others in the travel environment whUe placing more 

attentbn on the travel route. This chapter presents the resuhs for each of the four 

p»rtbip)ants. Individual data for each day and for each participant were pjresented in 

Appendbes F through 1. 

John 

Travel Duratbn 

John demonstrated variable behavbr m the baseline whh a sUght therapeutic trend 

found when data were analyzed whh the quarter-mtersect method (Tawny & Gast, 1984), 

as shown in Figure 1 (m the top graph). However, during the two days prior to the 
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Figure 1: Travel Times in Minutes and Seconds (top graph) and Unnecessary Verbalizations 
per Minute (bottom graph) Throughout the Study for John. 
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mtroductbn of the first mtervention, an increase m travel tune was observed. Diuing the 

first mterventbn (constructive feedback with verbal praise), Uttle effect was observed on 

John's travel efficiency, and his travel tunes remained relatively stable. When the second 

interventbn was introduced, an overaU ther^eutb trend was found. John completed the 

secoiKl interventbn with dramatically improved travel tunes. The improved travel tunes 

mdicated that the graphing game was more effective than the use of constructive 

teedback and verbal reinforcement abne. Having an oppwrttinity to place stickers on a 

self-made chart was extremely motivatmg for the student. When all interventions were 

removed in the maintenance phase, John demonstrated a relatively stable data p>ath. 

The changes in John's travel efficiency over the four phases of the study can also 

be noted in an analysis of the means of each phase. During baseline and the first 

interventbn phase, John's average travel durations (in minutes and seconds) were 3:07 

and 3:11, respectively. These data pwints are essentially similar, indicating further that 

the first mterventbn that reUed solely on constructive feedback and verbal praise was not 

successfiil in mcreasmg John's travel efficiency Travel times began to show a decrease 

when the second interventbn was introduced (2:48), mdicating that the graphmg gane 

was a more effective mterventbn. This trend towards fester travel tunes contmued mto 

the maintenance phase, in which John demonstrated a mean travel time of 2:44. When 

the time in the maintenance phase (2:44) is compared to the mean travel tune of 3:07 m 

the baseline phase, an educatbnally significant unprovement in travel efficiency was 

observed. A summary of the findmgs for John can be found in Table 2. 
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Tabb 2 

Summary of Findings for John 

Studv 

Phase 

Average Travel Times 

(minutes and seconds) 

Average Unnecessary 

Verbalizations (per minute) 

Baseline 

1* Interventbn 

2*̂  Interventbn 

MaintenaiK^e 

3:07 

3:11 

2:48 

2:44 

2.13 

1.05 

0.48 

0.28 

The graphing game was designed in such a way as to work toward an overall 

decrease of 15% when compjarcd to the average of the first mterventbn travel tunes. The 

average travel time for John in the first intervention phase was 3:11. A 15% decrease 

woub have bwered the time by 28 seconds for a goal travel time of 2:43. John reached 

the 15% decrease by the thhd day of data coUectbn during the second mtervention phase. 

John was able to travel three consecutive days bebw the 15% crherbn at the end of the 

interventbn phase (Le., 1:47, 2:11, and 2; 19). Whib his travel tunes fluctuated during 

the second mterventbn, he was able to mamtam relatively consistent travel tunes during 

the maintenaiKe phase. 
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^^nPTTT?'?'^ Verbalizatipps 

Figure 1 (in the bottom graph) reveals a co-varying effect of the mterventions on 

unnecessary verbalizations. John's level of unnecessary verbalizations per minute 

showed an increasing trend before the mtroduction of the first intervention. By reviewing 

the numbers of unnecessary verbalizations per minute with the quarter-intersect method, 

the trend of the data showed a decrease in unnecessary verbalizations in the first 

interventbn phase. VMen the second mterventbn was introduced, a counter therapeutb 

trend was observed. During the maintenance phase, unnecessary verbalizations were low 

and relatively stable. When the numbers of unnecessary verbalizations per minute were 

averaged for each phase, John was found to have 2.13 in baseline, 1.05 m the first 

interventbn, .48 m the second intervention, and .28 in the maintenance phase. These 

data indicated that both interventions were effective in reducing the number of 

unnecessary verbalizatbns. Of particular importance, the decrease in unnecessary 

verbalizatbns was maintained after the mterventbn v,~as whhdrawn. 
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James 

Travel Duratbn 

During baselme, James demonstrated decreasmg travel tunes except for the final 

day of data coUectbn. A counter therapeutic trend was observed when the results from 

the first interventbn were analyzed with the quarter-mtersect method (Tawney &, Gast, 

1984), as shown m Figure 2 (top graph). This counter therapeutb trend was highlighted 

bv dramatb increases m the final two days of data coUectbn during the first mtervention 

phase, indicating that the mtervention usmg constructive feedback and verbal praise alone 

was not effective m mcreasing travel efficiency. When the graphmg game ŵ as 

introduced during the second intervention, James decreased his travel tunes. Analysis 

with the quarter-intersect method identified a therapeutic trend during the second 

interventbn. indicating the success of the graphmg game mtervention. Removmg aU 

interventbns in the maintenance phase revealed stable levels in travel times. 

James' changes m travel efficiency during all four pha.ses were also evaluated 

through an analysis of the means of each phase. Mean levels of travel duratbn (m 

minutes aixl seconds) were found to be 4:03 in the baseline phase and 3:32 when 

constructive feedback arxi verbal reinforcement were used during the first mterventba 

This indicates a &ster rate of travel m the first interventbn phase. During the second 

interventbn p)hase, travel times showed a significant decrease (2:32). The decrease 

continued in the maintenance phase (2:21). The mean resuhs from James demonstrated 

educatbnaJly significant imp)rovements when the baselme average (4:03) and the 

maintenaiKe phase average (2:21) were compared. A summary of the findings for James 
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can be found in Table 3. The most dramatic unprovement m travel efficiency resuhed 

from the secoixl interventbn in which the graphmg game was used. 

Tabb 3 

Summary of Findings for James 

Studv 

Phase 

Average Travel Tunes 

(minutes and secorids) 

Average Unnecessary 

Verbalizations (per minute) 

Baselme 

1" Interventbn 

2™̂  Interventbn 

Mamtenance 

4:03 

3:32 

232 

1.97 

1.14 

0.22 

0.00 

As was mentbned earlier, the graphing game was designed to decrease the 

average travel time found in the first intervention bv 15%. The first interventbn had a 

mean travel duratbn (in mmutes and seconds) of 3:32. A 15% decrease would have 

bwered the tune by 31 seconds for travel tune goal of 3:01. Whh the exceptbn of one 

day of data coUectbn (3:23), James traveled faster than the requhed 15% decrease during 

each day of the second intervention (i.e., 2:32, 2:18, 2:24, 2:27, and 2:10). 
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Unnecessarv VerhaliTatinns 

During baseline, no discemable pattern or trend was observed for unnecessary 

verbalizatbns, which were found to be highly variable as mdicated m Figure 2 (in the 

bottom graph). Unnecessary verbalizatbns per minute decreased in the first intervention, 

relative to baseline levels. Analysis with the quarter-mlersect method in the second 

interventbn and maintenance phase revealed stable data p)aths. When the numbers of 

uniecessary verbalizatbns per minute were averaged in each phase, James was found to 

have 1.97 in baselme, 1.14 m the first mterventbn phase, .22 m the second phase, and 0 

in the maintenance phase. Summary of findings with regards to supplemental data are 

pjresented m Table 3. These data show that both mterventions were effective m reducing 

the number of unnecessary verbalizations, but that the graphing game was even more 

effective. 
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Robert 

Travel Duratinp 

Robert demonstrated a wide variety of travel tunes throughout the course of the 

study, as shown in Figure 3 (m the top graph). When the data were analyzed usmg a 

quarter-intersect method (Tawney &. Gast, 1984), the findmgs mdicate that the trend was 

increasing during the baseUne phase, therapeutb m the first mtervention phase, and 

relatrveiv stable or sUghtly therapeutic when the graphing game was unplemented. The 

use of the graphing game helped to stabUize and decrease travel times relative to the first 

interventbn, but the overall travel tunes were similar to baseline levels. A counter 

therapeutb trend was identified ui the maintenance phase, which began as soon as the 

grapjhing game was removed. It appeared that Robert was unable to maintam the 

behavior without the use of the graphing game. 

Tie changes in Robert's travel times over the four phases were noted m an 

analysis of the means of each phase of the study. Between the baseline phase and the 

first interventbn phase, mean travel tunes (ui minutes and seconds) increased from 3:32 

to 4:32, indicating that the use of constructive feedback and verbal reinforcement abne 

was not effective for Robert. Travel times decreeised when the secorai mtervention was 

implemented (3:25). The decrease in travel tunes indicated that the graphing game was 

more effective for Robert than was the constructive feedback and verbal reinforcement, 

but his mean travel time in the second intervention phase was similar to that found during 

baseline. When aU mterventbns were removed, Robert demonstrated an almost 

immediate mcrease m travel tune. The average travel time during the maintenance phase 
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was 3:50. The mean travel time m the mamtenance phase was sUghtly higher than what 

was klentified in the baselme phase. Overall, nehher mtervention was successfiil m 

decreasing travel times relative to the baseUne levels. A summary of the findmgs for 

Robert can be found in Table 4. 

Tabb 4 

Summary of Findings for Robert 

Study 

Phase 

Baseline 

1" Intervention 

2"̂  Interventbn 

Maintenance 

Average Travel Tunes 

(minutes and seconds) 

3:32 

4:32 

3:25 

3:50 

Average Uimecessary 

Verbalizations (per minute) 

2.43 

2.05 

1.44 

1.63 

The graphing game was designed to decrease the average travel time found in the 

first mterventbn phase. The average travel time (ui minutes and seconds) in the first 

interventbn phase was 4:32. A 15% decrease would have lowered the tune by 41 

seconds for a goal travel time of 3:51. Due to the high bvels of travel tunes m the first 

interventbn phase, Robert was able to travel at the 15% decrease for aU (i.e., 3:33, 3:14, 

3:35, 2:48, 3:31, 3:44, 2:51, and 3:27) but one day of the second hrtervention (4:09). 

However, this does not mdicate that the intervention was successfiil, smce the overall 

travel duratbn in the second interventbn phase was sunilar to baseUne levels. 
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Unneces.sarv VerhaliTatinns 

Robert demonstrated wide fluctuations in the use of uimecessary verbalizations 

throughout aU phases of the study. The numbers of unnecessary verbalizations per 

minute are depbted m Figure 3 (m the bottom graph). Ahhough the data pomts fluctuate, 

by reviewing trends via the quarter-intersect method, the verbaUzations m the first 

interventbn phase have a therapeutb trend. The trend then proved counter therapeutic in 

the second interventbn phase. A return to a therapeutic trend was observed during the 

maintenance phase. When the numbers of unnecessary verbalizations per minute were 

averaged in each phase, Robert was fouiKl to have 2.43 m the baselme phase and 2.05 in 

the first mterventbn phase. The second intervention hxtught the mean to 1.44 

uniecessary verbalizations per minute, but an iiKrease to 1.63 was identified in the 

maintenance phase. Overall, the co-varying effect of the interventions on unnecessary 

verbalizatbns was relatively ui^jredictable. 
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Travel D^iratinn 

Sarah demonstrated both counter therapeutic and therapeutb trends when the data 

were analvzed with the quarter-mtersect method (Tawney & Gast, 1984) across the three 

phases of the study, as shown m Figure 4 (top grap^). During the baseUne phase, travel 

times were fouiKl to graduaUy increase showing a sUght coimter ther^eutic trend. Once 

Sarah was given constructive feedback whh verbal reinforcement, the travel tunes 

decreased inhially, but eventually returted to baseUne levels. During the second 

interventbn phase, overaU travel tunes were found to be generally above those of the first 

interventbn. Because a clear benefit of the second intervention was not observed after 6 

days and because Sarah expjressed displeasure in the graphing game procedure, a decision 

was made to end the intervention. While neither intervention was found to be clearly 

successfiil in decreasing travel rates for Sarah, the interventbn mvolving constructive 

feedback plus verbal reinforcement was sUghtly advantageous in decreasmg travel 

duratbn 

Mean times were also used to identify changes in Sarah's travel efficiency. The 

means (m minutes and seconds) of the baseUne phase (2:46) and the first mtervention 

pAase (2:39) were relatively similar. Possibly due to the Sarah's displeasure of the 

graphmg game, the average travel times mcreased in this phase (3:06). Summary of 

findmgs with regards to depjcndent variable can be found m Table 5. 
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Tabb 5 

Summary of Findings for Sarah 

Study 

Phase 

Baseline 

1" Interventbn 

2"* Interventbn 

Av erage Travel Times 

(minutes and seconds) 

2:46 

2:39 

3:06 

Average Unnecessary 

Verbalizations (per mmute) 

1.86 

0.82 

0.39 

Uniecessan Verbalizatbns 

Figure 4 (bottom graph) displays the changes m the number of unnecessary 

verbalizatbns per minute that were noted during each phase. When the quarter-mtersect 

method was used, Sarah's level of unnecessary verbalizations showed a therapeutb trend 

in the baseline phase. An increasing trend was noted when the first intervention 

(constructive feedback and verbal praise) was used, but a decreasing trend was found 

during the second intervention (graphing game). In addhion to analyzing the data with 

the quarter-intersect method, the numbers of unnecessary verbalizations per minute were 

averaged in each phase. In the baseline phase, a mean of 1.86 unnecessary verbalizatbns 

per minute were found. The numbers of unnecessary verbalizations decreased from .82 

in the first intervention to .39 in the second mterventbn. While the graphmg game had 

the greatest co-varying effect on unnecessary verbaUzatbns, this mtervention was not 

successful m decreasing travel duratba 
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Internal Validhy 

When examining internal validhy, the primary question is whether the 

mtervention, and only the intervention, was respjonsible for changes in the dependent 

variable (Richards et al., 1999). Internal validhy was strengthened m the study through 

the high interobserver agreement that was consistently mamtained. Almost aU 

imerobserver agreement bvels were above 90% for receding travel duration and close to 

80*^ for recoding imnecessary verbalizations, mdicating that the primary data coUector 

and the reliabilhy data coUector were measuring the same behavbrs. Such high 

agreement bvels assures that the data pjoints for each pjartbipant truly reflected his or her 

actual behavior. During the study, there were two instances of low interobserver 

agreement (Le.. 65% when recording unnecessary verbalizations during the baselme 

phase for John and 67°'o when recoding unnecessarv verbalizatbns during the 

maintenance phase for Robert). Ahhough 65% and 67% were bw rates of mterobserver 

agreement, this level occurred only twice across aU data collectbn days for aU 

partbipjants. The relalivelv high level for aU other agreement scores on uimecessary 

verbalizatbns was very poshive given that this was a complex social behavior. 

The lack of a consistent effect of the two mterventions was a possible threat to 

internal validhy. The effect of first mtervention—constructive feedback and verbal 

reinforcement—was replicated across four partbipants, but the mterventbn failed to 

bring about consistent reductions in travel durations and had a nuxed effect on 

unnecessary verbalizatbns. The poshive effect of the second mtervention—the graphmg 

game pahed whh constructive feedback and poshive reinforcement—on unprovmg travel 
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efficiency was repUcated on only two of the four participants and had a varymg effect on 

unnecessary verbalizatbns. Further repUcatbn of the mtervention wiU be needed to 

determine the fectors that make the graphing game ehher successfiil or not successful 

A potential threat to mtemal validhy was the pjossibUhy of combmed effects of 

the mterventbns rather than the effects of any one pjartbular mtervention (Richards et aL, 

1999). An exampb of the combmed effects would be if success of the second 

interventbn (graphing game) were due m pjart to the mtroduction of the first mtervention 

pjhase or the motivators used m the first mterveihion. The pjossible mterference from 

differing interventbns is an inherent weakiess of the changing condhbns design. 

The effect of ejctraieous variables on the pjartbipants might also have impjacted 

internal validity. Obvious extraneous variables, such as a broken wheelchair or walker, 

can be corrected. However, covert variables, such as fetigue or Ulness, might not have 

been identified. While every effort was made to control extraneous variables throughout 

the study, the researcher acknowledges that such variables may have influenced the 

outcomes of the study. 

External Validhy 

External validity refers to generaUzing the results found m the study to other 

students and environments. The mterventbns found m this study were mtroduced to only 

four pMrtbipanIs and was not used with other students whh sunilar disabiUties. Also, as 

mentbned above, a poshive effect of the graphmg game mtervention was not repUcated 

across the four partbipants in the study. Therefore, the results obtaued m this study 
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cannot be generalized to other students. As is consistent with smgle subject research, 

future systematb repUcatbn of these mterventions will be necessary before any 

generalizatbn of the findings wiU be possibb. 

Social Validhy 

A final survev fitjm the students was coUected to estabUsh the significance of the 

interventbn procedure (see Appendix C). None of the partbipants stated that ehher of 

the two interventbns caused any undue stress. For three of the partbipjants, the graphing 

game was said to hav e provided appropjriate feedback for their performances and 

remforcement The fourth student reported that the graphing game was too childish. 

This interventbn feiled to provide the feedback and reinforcement necessary to change 

her travel behavbr. 

The final questbn on the participant survey brought about the most interesting 

respjonses. The partbipjants were asked if there were any other types of reinforcers that 

would have decreased travel times. One participant staled that money wouki have been 

an effective motivator, and the second pjarticipant staled that candy woub have been 

n»rc aprpjTopjriate. A third participjant stated that h woukl have been motivating to travel 

to every single bcatbn in the school on his own. The fourth participjant stated that 

"someone chasing me in a fiin kind of game or to keep up whh my friends" would have 

been motivatmg. 
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Summary 

This study sought to determme whether constructive feedback plus verbal 

reinforcement or a self-monitoring graphing game was more effective m mcreasmg travel 

efficiency and decreasmg unnecessary verbaUzations. Four middle-school students whh 

visual impairments and muhiple disabilhies partbipated m the study. 

The interventbn involving constructive feedback and verbal reinforcement alone 

w ^ not effixtive or was of Umited effectiveness m decreasmg travel duration for the 

participjants. However, wien the graphmg game was pahed with constructive feedback 

and verbal remforcement, two of the four paitbip>ants showed educationaUy significant 

improvements in travel efficiency; a pxjshive effect was not found for the other two 

pjartbipants. In regard to unnecessary verbalizations, a co-var>ing effect of the 

imerventbns was found. Both mterventbns reduced the number of unnecessary 

verbali22tbns for three of the four pjarticipjants with the graphing game intervention 

showing the greatest impjact: a similar resuh was not found for the remainmg pjartbipjaih. 

Overall, when poshive results were observed in travel duratbn and verbalizatbns, 

the graphing game was found to be more effective than constructive feedback and verbal 

remforcement abne. This fmding must be tenqjercd, though, since pjoshive effects were 

not repUcated in a similar manner across all of the pjartbipjants. 
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CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION 

The resuhs of this study demonstrated that two of four middle school students 

who had visual impjairments, cognhive impahroents, and orthopedic disabiUties 

decreased travel times and unnecessary verbalizations whh specific mterventions. The 

first interventbn used constructive feedback and verbal remforcement, while the second 

interventbn used a self-monhoring program in conjunction whh constructive feedback 

and verbal remforcement. Ahhough the two interventions had differing effects on the 

partbipjants, h was apjpjarent that the graphing game proved to be more beneficial for two 

of the participants, whUe neither mtervention was beneficial for the other two 

participjants. 

TraveUng from bcatbn to location while trying to decrease travel tune (i.e., 

moving faster) might not always be the most appjropjriate modificalbn for students during 

onentatbn and mobility lessons. It is, of course, pjaramount that a pjartbular student is 

first abb to travel a route, or in an environment, safely and effectively before "fme 

tuning" can occur. Traveling in any environment safely is far more important than 

reaching a destinatbn at a decreased amount of time. Having said that, h is equaUy 

important for aU students, even if they are visuaUy impjaired, cognhively impahed, and 

use assistive devices to travel to bcations m an appropriate amount of tune. More often 

than not, students in special education are given aUowances for longer travel tunes due to 

their disabUhies. Underemphasizing the importance of tune does not help these students 
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foster nnjjortant Ufi; skiUs, such as time management. This study demonstrated that once 

appjropjriate interventbns were implemented, two of the four students were able to reach 

bcatbns in a time that would be more typical of non-disabled same-aged peers. A time 

mcreroent that non-disabled same-aged peers use on a daUy basis is the tune needed to 

travel from one bcatbn to a second bcatbn before the school's tardy bell sounds. 

All phases used in this study were devebpjed in accordance with the mdividual 

needs of each student. The use of the tangible reinforcer was ejq^ressed as too chUdish 

for one student, whbh necesshated the use of a third unique mtervention (discussed 

later). One of the berefits of usmg a smgle subject research design is that the procedures 

can be taibred to address the needs of each pjartbipant. 

Interpretation and Discussbn of Resuhs 

Individual Participants 

John. For John, the graphing game intervention was found to be the most 

effective in decreasing travel duration. Both interventbns were successful in decreasmg 

unnecessary verbalizatbns, with the graphing game proving even more effective than 

constructive feedback and verbal praise abne. 

During the baseUne phase, John had an mcreasing amount of unnecessary 

verbalizatbns per minute probably due to the fact that he was extremely urterested m the 

reason why both the primary researcher and the classroom assistant were foUowmg him 

during a travel route. John's interest lead to several questions asked to the two 

mdividuals, as weU as others, m the hall. The questbns lead to an mcreasmg amount of 
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unnecessary verbalizatbns m the baseline phase. Once the constructive feedback and 

vwbal praise were introduced, John's questions regarding the presence of the primary 

researcher and the classroom assistant dimmished. 

FoUowing the study, the primary researcher contmued to provide orientation and 

roobilhv instructbn to John. Throughout the remainder of the 2002-2003 school year, 

the prunary researcher was able to discuss John's travel skills whh the classroom 

assistant who partbipjated in the study, as weU other professionals who worked with 

JohiL All individuals stated that John continued to travel, not only the route that was 

featured in the study, but also aU addhional routes mside the school more efficiently. 

John grew confident enough in his travel skills that he woub ask to bad the rest of the 

students m his class from one location of the school to another. 

James. Resuhs from the study demonstrated that James traveled more efficiently 

when the graphing game was implemented. Both mterventions were successfiil in 

decreasing unnecessary verbalizations per minute, ahhough the graphing game proved 

more effective than when the constructive feedback and verbal praise were used alone. 

FoUowing the study, h was learned that James' teachers were havmg similar 

unnecessary verbalizatbn probbms in the classroom. The classroom teachers requested 

that the pjrimary researcher discuss the resuhs of the study whh the spjecial educatbn 

campjus coordinator so that a sunilar interventbn approach could be devebped m the 

classrooms. Since the graphing game was mterestmg to the James, a sunilar program was 

devebped in which James woub be able to place a sticker on a graph that corresponded 

to the anxjunt of unnecessary verbalizatbns m an hour. The graph proved successful and 
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the numbers of unnecessary verbalizatbns decreased through the remamder of the 2002-

2003 school year. 

^P^rt- For Robert, nehher the constructive fiiedback and verbal praise or the 

grapAmg game was usefiil m decreasmg travel tunes. Ahhough nehher mtervention 

helped decrxjase travel tunes, unnecessary verbaUzatbns per mmute were reduced whh 

both mterventbns, with the graphing game proving more effective than constructive 

feedback aixi verbal pjraise alone. 

There is one inqjortant comment to rep»rt regardmg Robert s bvel of unnecessary 

verbalizatbns. Ahhough the mean number of unnecessary verbalizations pjer minute 

decreased from the baseUne level and a therapeutb trend was observed, Robert displayed 

three days of ejctremely high unnecessary verbalizatbns (14. 19, and 11 uimecessary 

verbalizatbns). The cause of these large amounts of unnecessary verbalizations apjpjeared 

to be due to Robert's interest m the data coUection activhies of the classroom assistant. 

Robert was abb to observe the classroom assistant as she marked each of his unnecessary 

verbalizatbns on a clipboard. Robert purposely increased his unnecessary verbalizations 

so that the classroom assistant would have to write more on the cUpboard. Fortunately, 

this behavior did not last the bngth of the mtervention phase. 

The route that Robert traveled during the study changed once the pjroject ended 

since the middb school he attended was under renovatba The renovations forced 

Robert to aher a number of his routes. As Robert traveled these new routes on a daUy 

basis, he became more and more mterested in traveling these routes on his owa In order 

to accommodate this request, the primary researcher focused the orientation and mobility 
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lessons on independent route travel By the end of the 2002-2003 school year, Robert 

was traveling the new routes safely, efficiently, and independently. 

Sarabi Sarah demonstrated mmor decreases m travel tune when constructive 

feedback and verbal praise was used, but when the graphing game was mtroduced, the 

travel tunes increased. Both mterventions were successful in decreasmg unnecessary 

verbalizatbns, but the graphing game proved even more effective than constructive 

feedback and verbal praise abne. 

.Ahhough there were poshive findings regarding decreases in unnecessary 

verbalizatbns for each phase of the study, Sarah identified the second intervention 

(graphing game) as too chUdisL Identifying the graphing game as too childish was 

probably i»t such an ura-easonable comment for Sarah. As with the majority of middle 

school children her age (Le., 14 years), social image is extremely important. Havmg two 

aduhs travel the hallway with her at the eiKl of the school day probably made Sarah 

extremely self-conscbus. Using a gra^h and stbkers to plot her time at the end of the 

travel route pjrobably added to her bvel of self-conscbusness. 

.After the study ended, one addhional strategy was mtroduced as part of Sarah's 

daily orbnlatbn and mobilhy instructbnal program with the hopes that the travel times 

woub decrease. Before the study began, Sarah was aUowed to leave class early ui order 

to safely maneuver her walker in the hallways. When the study began, Sarah was 

requhed to leave her classroom at the same time as other students. On more than one 

occasbn, Sarah requested baving early from class as the study progressed. Given that 

Sarah repeatedly expressed an mterest m bavmg early from class, a thhd motivator was 
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introduced. Sarah was given a tune ui which she had to reach the end of the route (5% 

decrease of the average of first mtervention phase). When Sarah traveled the route at the 

requested time, she was able to leave early from class. This mtervention proved 

successftiL Sarah not only traveled within the requested amount of tune, but she was able 

to maintain the requested travel time for three consecutive days. However, once Sarah 

was asked to travel with the other students m hallway, her travel tunes mcreased. 

Overall Fmdmgs 

Constructive feedback and verbal reuiforcement. When comparing the overaU 

resuhs of travel duration, the use of constructive feedback and verbal reinforcement 

demonstrated little effect on the pjarticipjants. On more than one occasion, the use of the 

constructive feedljack and verbal reinforcement actually had the oppjoshe effect than was 

intended (i.e., increasing travel times). Unnecessary vertjalizations per minute decreased 

m three of the four participants when constructive feedback and verbal reinforcement 

were impbmented. 

Graphing game. Whh regards to travel duration, the use of the graphmg game 

W3S an effective interventbn for two of the four partbipants. Unnecessary verbalizations 

per minute were shown to decrease in three of the four participants. The graphmg game 

brought about the largest amount of change ui unnecessary verbalizations per mmute 
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Practical Applications 

The resuhs of this study have practical appUcations for orientation and mobilhy 

specialists, classroom teachers, as well as practhbners usmg behavior mterventbn plans. 

Fhst, the resuhs indicated that h is possibb to decrease travel tunes, as weU as 

unnecessary vwbalizatbns, m some children when appropriate mterventions are used. 

As the resuhs fitjm the participant's questionnahe identified (see Appendbc D), h is 

important to use motivators that interest each mdividual student as opposed to assuming 

one interventbn will be effective for aU students. 

Orientatbn and mobiUty specialists couki use mterventbn programs to not only 

decrease travel rates from one bcatbn to the next, but to help make changes m other 

mstructional areas. Such areas could include caie usage, scanning with a monocular, or 

probbm soKing while on a route. Once agam, h will be the responsibilhy of the 

orientatbn arxi mobUhy specialist to identify an appropjriate mstructional program as weU 

as a specific goal (e.g., travel time, bus travel, landmark bentificatbn) before 

implementing a pjrogram. 

Practhbners re^jonsible for imprroving behaviors coub apjply the interventions 

used in this study to other behavior difficuhies. The interventbns that were used in this 

particular study had varying degrees of success. Due to the limhed effect of the 

constructive feedback and verbal praise abre, h might be more appropjriate for some 

students to include tangible remforcement that woub foster more appjropriate resuhs. 

Ahhough the use of constructive fisedback and verbal praise abne did not have noticeable 

pjoshive results, h might be an apjpjropriate interventbn for another student. Again, h is 
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the rob of the behavbr mterventbnist to identify the appropriate motivator for each 

sttident, apply the interventbn, and assess the effects of the mtervention on the student's 

behavbr. If poshive changes are not found, then the mtervention shoukl be modified. 

Limitatbns of Study 

The first Umitatbn m this partbular study was that the mterventions were 

introdiKed to onl> four partbipjants and, therefore, the resuhs cannot be generalized to 

others in the populatbn. Second, using a changmg condhions design does not aUow for 

rigorous deroonstratbn of a functbnal relationship between the dependent and 

mdependent variables. While this design matches well whh typical instructional 

environments, the relatbnshipjs letween the interventbn and changes in tehavior are 

correlatbnat not causative. A final limhatbn of the study woukl be the aforementbned 

effects of ejctraieous variables. It is possible that environmental personal characteristics, 

or other factors might have affected travel tunes or unnecessary verbalizations. 

ImpUcations of Future Research 

Several issues from this pjresent study could be addressed in future research. 

Future research couJd expbre expectations for acceptabb travel times from locatbn to 

bcatbn. What is an apjpropjriate amount of time for a student with orthopedb delay, 

visual impjairment, and a cognhive rnipjafrment be required to travel 300 feet? 400 feet? 

500 feet? WiU this tune vary from indoor areas to outdoor areas? Will this time vary m 

unfarmliar areas and familiar areas? 
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The uhimate goal of orientation and mobilhy is to teach a student with visual 

impahments to travel in as many environments as possible. These environments uiclude 

mtersectbns controUed by stop signs or stopUghts. Is the algebraic formula that is used 

to study individuals as thev travel across a Ughted mtersection (d/t = s) appropriate for 

students whh visual impahments? Is the formula appropriate to use for students whh 

vTsual impairments as well as addhbnal disabilhies? The Federal Highway Department 

has a formula to apjpjroximate the tune needed for pjedestrians to cross the street (4 feet 

pjer second) Is this an appjropriate travel speed for student with a visual inqjainneih who 

uses a walker? 

Often times, orientation and naobilhy services are not provided to a chUd whh a 

visual impjairment untU safety issues have forced a teacher of students with visual 

impairments to recommend an evaluatioa The pjartbipjants who were visuaUy impaired 

in this study did not receive orientation and mobility services untU the end of elementary 

school Docs early orbntatbn and mobilhy interventbn have an effect on later travel 

efficiency^ W ouW correcting pnxjbbmatb behavbrs during orientatbn and mobilhy 

lessons in early childhood make fxiturc travel safer and more efficient? 

The first interventbn used in the study centered on constructive feedback and 

verbal praise. The use of constructive feedback and verbal praise abne had Uttb poshive 

effect on any of the partbipants. This resuh is significant smce ahnost aU educators rely 

on constructive feedback and verbal praise during the course of instructbn, often as a 

fjrimary instructbnal strategy. When educators or professbnals use constructive 

feedback and verl>al praise to teach other skUls, is this intervention effective for students? 
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Other topbs of ftiture research could center on the analysis of other forms of 

interventions and reinforcement procedures. Would the children travel faster if different 

interventbns were used? WouW the students react differently if same-aged peers 

provided the remforcement or assisted with the mterventions as opposed to an aduh? 

Conchisbn 

This study brought together the field of educatbn of children with visual 

impairment, more spjecifically orientatbn and mobilhy, whh applied behavior analysis. 

The partbipjants mvolved in this study were mtroduced to two mterventions: (1) 

constructive feedback and verbal pjraise and (2) a self-monhoring program that used a 

graphing game plus constructive feedback and verbal praise. The mterventions were 

introduced with the goal of decreasmg travel times and uniecessary verbalizations. 

Travel times for all partbipjants changed minimally when constructive fisedljack 

and verbal reinforcement were introduced. The graphing game proved to be effective in 

increasing travel efficiency for two of the four participants. One student returned to 

baseline bvels during the second intervention, while the fourth db not respjond poshively 

to the interventbn. 

A second compjonent of the study addressed the number of imnecessary 

verbalizatbns during route travel. All but ore studeih decreased the number of 

unnecessary verbalizations from baseline to the first mterventbn phase m which 

constructive feedback and verbal reinforcement were used. AU participjants decreased 
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unnecessary verbalizations fixjm the first intervention phase to the second mtervention 

phase in which the graphing game was mtroduced. 
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APPENDIX A 

CONSENT FORM 

hear by give my consent for my child to participate m the project: Travel Efficiency 
Among Route Travelers with Multiple DisabUities 

I understand that the person responsible for this project is David L. Henzi - telephone 
number (210) 273-2701. I understand that the purpose of the project is to decrease 
unnecessary verbalizatbns and decrease travel tune as my child travels from the 
classroom to a common student area. 

l imderstand that my child wUl partbipate in a research project that mcorporates two 
different interventbns. The project begms whh the coUectbn of three school days of 
baseUne data (number of unnecessary verbalizatbns and travel tunes). The unnecessary 
vertaliz^bns are defined as any verbalizatbn not germane to the travel route. FoUowmg 
the baselme data, two different mterventions wiU be mtroduced lastmg approxunately 20 
days. One mterventbn mvolves the use of a pre-selected verbal praise ("You are domg a 
great job," "Keep up the good work," "You are almost there," and "Way to go"). The 
second is the use of a graph to mark travel tunes. A probe will be used at the end of the 
study to assess maintenance of behavbr. A probe is simply the elimmatbn of any 
reinforcement that might influence a partbular behavior. 

Before data coUection begins I understand that my child will be videotapjed one tune as 
they travel a pre-selected route. The purpjose of the videotape is to understand the kinds 
of verbalizatbns that are made during travel routes 

1 understand that the observatbns wUl last the length of time h takes my child to travel 
from the classroom to the common student area 

I understand that both interventbns used are pjoshive in nature. 1 understand that Mr. 
Henzi does not anticipate any discomfort or risk to my child as a resuh of pjarticipatbn in 
this pjroject. I also may choose to discontinue the observatbns at any pjouit during the 45-
day data coUectbn. 

FoUowing the study, I understand that I wiU receive a written repjort describmg the 
outcomes found during the study. A line graph wUl also be included in the report that 
wUl identify the baseline phase and the subso^uent mterventbns. 

I understand that only David L. Henzi and Texas Tech Univershy will have access to the 
records and/or data coUected from this study and that aU data associated whh this study 
will remain strictly confidential 
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ar^ l i • ^ T ^ ^ ^^^^^ ^° ^^^^^'" ^ y inqiiires 1 may have concemmg the procedures 
^ ^ f i . ™ ^ ™^ ̂ ^ ^ ™*y ^ ° " ^ ^ ^ ' ^^ '^ "̂ ^̂ ^̂  Univershy Insthutbnal Revbw 
ooard tor the Protectbn of Human Subjects by writmg to them m care of the Office of 

7420884^^^*^^' ^ ^ " ^ ^ ^ ^ Univershy, Lubbock, Texas 79404 or by calluig (806) 

If this research project causes any physical mjury to partbipants m this project, treatment 
s not necessanly available at the Student Heahh Center at Texas Tech Univershy nor is 

tiere necessarUy any msurance carried by the Univershy or hs personnel applicabb to 
cover any such mjury. Fmancial con^nsation for any such mjury must be provided 
through the partbipant's own msurance program Further mformation about these 
matters may be obtained from Dr. Robert M Sweazy, Senior Associate Vice President 
for Research, (806) 742-3884, Room 203 HoWen HaU, Texas Tech Univershy, Lubbock, 
Texas 79409-1035. 

I understand that my child may not derive therapeutb treatment from partbipation m this 
study. I understand that my child may discontmue this study at any tune he/she chooses 
w ithout pjenahy. 

Signature of Subject 
Date: 

Signature of ParentyGuardian 
Date: 

Date: 
Signature of Project Director 

Date: 
Signature of Whness to Oral Presentation 
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APPENDDCB 

OBSERVATIONAL RECORD 

Name of person being observed: 

Name of observer 

Time/Date 
Length of Observatbn 

Locatbn: 

Number of Episodes/ 
Events 

Rate of Responding 
(Events/Time) 
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APPENDIX C 

EXAMPLE OF GRAPH 

Each Partbipant will Devebp Own Graph Sunilar to Example 

10.3 l-

M 10 
I 
N 9.3 
U 
T 9 
E 
S 8.3 \-

8 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

DAYS 
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APPENDIX D 

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR PARTICIPANTS 

1) At anytkne during the study db the mtervention procedures used (verbal 
reinforcement or the "Graphing Game") cause any undue stress? 

2) \^as the "Graphing Game" enough of a motivator for you to decrease your travel from 
one bcatbn to the next? 

3) If you couW use another type of motivator to help decrease travel tune, what would 
that be? 
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APPENDIX E 

S(X:iAL VALIDITY QUESTIONNAIRE 

Orbntation and Mobilhy Specialists 

1 am currently completing a dissertation for a Doctor of Education degree from Texas 
1 ech University. Part of my study focuses on decreasmg travel tunes as a student travels 
a pre-selected route. The portbn of the study addresses decreasmg the travel times by a 
certam percentage for each observation. 

All students used in this study are not only visuaUy impjaired but also have cognhive 
delays and use an orthopjedb device (walker or wheebhah) to aid m travel 

A total of three crherbn changes will occur during the study. The students wUl have to 
travel the same crherbn for three consecutive days. Each change will have the same 
percentage decrease. The first example looks al 5% change (15% total) and the second 
boks at 7% change (21% total). 

Consider the following scenario: 

Johnny travels from his classroom to the cafeteria at an average rate of 5 minutes and 24 
seconds (324 seconds total) 

Decreases in time according to a 5% change: aprprove disapprove 
5% - 16 second decrease - 5 Minutes and 12 seconds 
10% - 32 second decrease - 4 Minutes and 52 seconds 
15% - 49 second decrease - 4 Minutes and 35 seconds 

Decreases in time according to a ''% change: approve disapprove 
7% - 23 second decrease - 5 Minutes and 1 second 
14% - 45 second decrease - 4 Minutes and 39 seconds 
21 % - 68 second decrease - 4 Minutes and 16 seconds 

DIRECTIONS: According to the times above and your professional opmion, which of 
the two changes in percentage woub signify a more appropjriate rate of travel (pbase 
mark the apjpjropriate pjercentage). 

Please write any addhional comments in the area below. 
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APPENDIX F 

DATAFORJOHN 

OveraU Results Found Using BaseUne, First Interventbn, Second Interventbn, and 
Maintenance Phase 

Travel Duratbn 
Date Mmutes/Seconds 

1/13/03* 3-47 
1/14A)3» 2:56 
1/15/03* 2:36 
1/16/03* 2:59 
1/17/03* 3:18 
1/21/03 2:42 
1/22A)3 3:11 
1/23A)3* 2:55 
1/24A)3 3:04 
1/27/03 2:50 
I/28A)3 3:06 
1/29/03* 3:28 
1/30/03 2:49 
1/31/03 2:30 
2/3/03 3:07 
2/4A)3 2:49 
2/5/03 2:27 
2/6/03 3:06 
2/7/03* 3:29 
2/10/03 3:05 
2/11/03 1:47 
2/12A)3* 2:11 
2/13/03 2:19 
2/19/03 2:20 
2/26/03 2:53 
3/5/03* 3:09 
3/14/03 2:34 

Number of 
Umiecessary Verbalizatbns 

1 
3 
8 
6 
11 
2 
4 
4 
4 
2 
2 
3 
2 
3 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
3 
2 
1 
0 
2 
0 

Unnecessary Verbalizatbns 
per Minute 

29 
1.17 
3.39 
2.32 
3.46 
.83 

1.29 
1.59 
1.32 
.80 
.65 
.91 
.80 

1.30 
.98 

0 
0 
0 
0 

.32 

.68 
1.42 
.91 
.45 

0 
.65 

0 

Data collection by Classroom Assistant and Primary Researcher 
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APPENDDC G 

DATA FOR JAMES 

Overall Resuhs Found Using Baseline, First Interventbn, Second Intervention, and 
Maintenance Phase 

Travel Duratbn 
Date Mimites/Seconds 

1/13A)3* 4:47 
1/14A)3* 4:18 
1/15/03* ABSENT 
1/16/03* 3:36 
1/17/03* 3:28 
1/21/03 4:08 
1/22A)3 3:19 
1/23/03* 3:57 
1/24A)3 2:55 
1/27/03 2:42 
1/2«A)3 3:45 
1/29/03* ABSENT 
1/30/03 4:33 
1/31/03 ABSENT 
2/3/03 ABSENT 
2/4A)3 ABSENT 
2/5/03 ABSENT 
2/6«)3 2:32 
2/7/03* 3:23 
2/10A)3 2:18 
2/11/03 2-,24 
2/12A)3* 2:27 
2/13/03 2:10 
2/19/03 2.28 
2/26/03 2:14 
3/5/03* 2:22 
3/12AJ3 2:21 

Number of 
Uimecessary Verbalizatbns 

8 
3 

13 
9 
3 
0 
6 
4 
5 
2 

4 

0 
0 
0 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Unnecessary Verbalizations 
per Minute 

1.79 
.72 

3.86 
2.74 

.73 
0 

1.68 
1.57 
2.07 

.58 

.92 

0 
0 
0 

1.34 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

* - Data collection by Classroom Assistant and Primary Researcher 
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APPENDDC H 

DATA FOR ROBERT 

Overall Resuhs Found Using BaseUne, Fffst Interventbn, Second Intervention, and 
Maintenance Phase 

Travel Duratbn 
Date Minutes/Seconds 

1/13/03* 2:53 
1/14/03* 2:50 
1/15/03* 3:25 
1/16A)3* 3:35 
1/17/03* 4:55 
1/21/03 3:35 
1/22/03 6:19 
1/23/03* 5:13 
1/24A)3 3:59 
1/27/03 /VBSENT 
1/28A)3 ABSENT 
1/29/03* 3:26 
1/30/03 ABSENT 
1/31/03 4:44 
2/3A)3 4:09 
2/4A)3 3:33 
2/5/03 3:14 
2/6A)3 3:35 
2/7/03* 2:47 
2/10A)3 3:31 
2/11/03 3:44 
2/12A)3* 2:51 
2/13/03 3:27 
2/19/03 3:16 
2/27/03 4:23 
3/6/03* 3:41 
3/12/03 4:03 

Niratberof 
Unnecessary Verbalizatbns 

6 
5 
13 
6 
9 
14 
19 
11 
1 

4 

6 
2 
3 
4 
1 
3 
17 
1 
0 
11 
2 
16 
3 
5 

Uimecessary Verbalizations 
pjerMinihe 

2.37 
2.00 
4.00 
1.79 
1.98 
4.18 
3.07 
2.14 

2% 

1.27 

1.35 
.49 
.90 

1.27 
.30 

1.21 
5.14 

.29 
0 

3.36 
.63 

3.78 
.88 

1.24 

* - Data coUection by Classroom Assistant and Primary Researcher 
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APPENDDC I 

DATA FOR SARAH 

OveraU Results Found Using BaseUne, Fvst Interventbn and Second Intervention Phase 
for Sarah. 

r 
Travel Duratbn 

Date Minutes/Seconds 
Number of Unnecessary Verbalizations 

Unnecessary Verbalizatbns per Minirte 
1/13/03* 
1/14A)3* 
1/15/03* 
1/16A)3* 
1/17/03* 

2-.21 
2:58 
2:47 
2:42 
3:02 

1/21/03 
1/22A)3 
1/23/03* 
1/24A)3 
1/27/03 
1/28A)3 
1/29/03* 
1/30/03 
1/31/03 

2:23 
2:28 
2:40 
2:43 
2:54 
2:49 
2:41 
2:40 

ABSENT 
2/3/03 
2/4A)3 
2/5/03 
2/6A)3 
2/7/03* 
2/10A)3 
2/11/03 
2/12A)3* 

ABSENT 
3:24 
3:17 
2:31 
3:16 

ABSENT 
3:10 
2:58 

7 
4 
4 
4 
4 
0 
0 
1 
1 
4 
2 
5 
3 

1 
1 
1 
4 

0 
0 

3.17 
1.55 
1.62 
1.65 
1.32 

0 
0 

.42 

.41 
1.57 
.80 

2.07 
1.25 

.31 

.32 

.43 
1.27 

0 
0 

• - Data coUectbn by Classroom Assistant and Prunary Researcher 
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